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Resume 
Dans Interpretation des anomalies magnetiques, la determination de la force de 
remanence magnetique et direction est tres importante. Ce problems peut etre resolu 
par deux manieres. Premierement, le signal analytique du champ magnetique qui, pour 
les 2D structures, est independant de l'induction et de la direction de magnetisation 
peut etre employe. Cependant, pour les structures 3D sa forme n'est pas totalement 
independante des directions d'induction et de magnetisation. La deuxieme methode est 
fondee sur l'hypothese que la magnetisation remanente ne change pas de maniere 
significative selon la direction de magnetisation. Neanmoins, dans beaucoup 
d'applications, la magnetisation remanente est souvent forte et ne peut pas etre 
negligee. 
L'objectif principal de cette etude est de developper un algorithme pour l'inversion 
conjointe de l'anomalie magnetique due a un cylindre circulaire droit vertical sous une 
polarisation arbitraire et son signal analytique. L'avantage principal d'une inversion 
conjointe est que l'information de deux ensembles de donnees differents est employee 
pour reduire la non unicite inherente a l'inversion. L'inversion conjointe proposee 
donne des resultats plus robustes et plus precis que les inversions separees de ces deux 
ensembles de donnees. D'ailleurs, il est possible de determiner la direction du vecteur 
de remanence aussi bien que sa force. 
Afin de mettre en application l'inversion conjointe de tout le champ magnetique et 
de son signal analytique, j'ai developpe les derives analytiques des parametres de 
corps. Ces derives sont employes pour calculer la matrice Jacobinne utilisee dans 
l'inversion. Une nouvelle formule pour le rapport entre la magnetisation remanente et 
la magnetisation induite est egalement presentee. L'inversion analytique de signal 
donne de meilleurs resultats pour la geometric que l'inversion totale du champ 
magnetique. Dans la situation oil la magnetisation remanente n'est pas connue, 
l'inversion de signal analytique est le meilleur choix pour la geometrie du corps 
magnetique. 
En conclusion, l'inversion conjointe du champ magnetique total et de son signal 
analytique a ete mise en application avec succes. L'inversion conjointe a une meilleure 
precision et stabilite que l'inversion separee de l'anomalie magnetique ou de son signal 
analytique. Premierement, elle donne de meilleurs resultats pour l'inclination elevee. 
Deuxiemement, elle a la meilleure stabilite et precision quand les valeurs initiales de 
l'inversion sont loin des valeurs vraies. Troisiemement, elle a la meilleure stabilite et 
la precision en presence du bruit. 
Abstract 
In the interpretation of magnetic anomalies, the determination of the magnetic 
remanent magnetization strength and direction is very important. This problem can be 
solved by two ways. Firstly, the analytic signal of the magnetic field which, for 2D 
structures, is independent of the induction and the magnetization direction can be 
used. However, its shape is not totally independent of the induction and magnetization 
directions for 3D structures. The second method is based on the assumption that the 
remanent magnetization does not significantly alter the total magnetization direction. 
Nevertheless, in many applications, remanent magnetization is often strong and 
cannot be disregarded. 
The major objective of this study is to develop an algorithm for the joint inversion 
of the magnetic anomaly due to a vertical right circular cylinder with arbitrary 
polarization and its analytic signal. The main advantage of a joint inversion is that the 
information from two different data sets is used to reduce the non-uniqueness inherent 
in the inversion. The proposed joint inversion gives more robust and accurate results 
than the separate inversions of these two data sets. Moreover, it is possible to 
determine the direction of the remanent magnetization vector as well as its strength. 
In order to implement the joint inversion of the total magnetic field and its analytic 
signal, I have developed the analytic derivatives of the body parameters. These 
derivatives are used to compute the Jacobian matrix used in the inversion. A new 
formula for the relationship between the remanent magnetization and the induced 
magnetization is also introduced. The inversion of analytic signal gives better results 
of geometry than total magnetic field inversion. In the situation where the remanent 
magnetization is not known, the analytic signal is best choice to be inversed for the 
geometry of the magnetic body. 
Finally, the joint inversion of total magnetic field and its analytic signal was 
implemented successfully. The joint inversion has better precision and stability than 
the separate inversion of the magnetic anomaly or its analytic signal. Firstly, it 
performs better for high inclinations. Secondly, it has the best stability and precision 
when the initial values of the inversion are far from the true values. Thirdly, it has the 
best stability and the precision in the presence of noise. 
Condense en frangais 
Dans 1'interpretation des anomalies magnetiques, la determination de la force 
magnetique de remanence et la direction est tres importante. Ce probleme peut etre 
resolu par deux manieres. Premierement, le signal analytique du champ magnetique 
qui, pour les 2D structures, est independant de l'induction et de la direction de 
magnetisation peut etre employe. Cependant, sa forme n'est pas totalement 
independante des directions d'induction et de magnetisation pour les structures 3D. La 
deuxieme methode est fondee sur l'hypothese que la magnetisation remanente ne 
change pas de maniere significative toute la direction de magnetisation. Neanmoins, 
dans beaucoup d'applications, la magnetisation remanente est souvent forte et ne peut 
pas etre negligee. 
L'objectif principal de cette etude est de developper un algorithme pour l'inversion 
conjointe de l'anomalie magnetique due a un cylindre circulaire droit vertical avec la 
polarisation arbitraire et son signal analytique. L'avantage principal d'une inversion 
conjointe est que l'information de deux ensembles de donnees differents est employee 
pour reduire le non unicite inherente a l'inversion. L'inversion conjointe proposee 
donne des resultats plus robustes et plus precis que les inversions separees de ces deux 
ensembles de donnees. D'ailleurs, il est possible de determiner la direction du vecteur 
de remanence aussi bien que sa force. 
Afin de mettre en application l'inversion conjointe de tout le champ magnetique et 
de son signal analytique, j'ai developpe les derives analytiques des parametres de 
corps. Ces derives sont employes pour calculer la matrice Jacobinne utilisee dans 
l'inversion. 
Singh et Sabina (1978) ont derive l'expression analytique des anomalies dues au 
cylindre vertical droit ; ce travail a resolu le probleme de la modelisation pour 
l'inversion des anomalies magnetiques dues au cylindre vertical droit. Mais pour 
l'inversion du signal analytique et l'inversion conjointe du champ magnetique total et 
du signal analytique, nous devons non seulement resoudre le probleme de la 
modelisation, mais calculer egalement la matrice Jacobinne. Le signal analytique est 
defini comme 1'amplitude du gradient total. Ainsi deriver des expressions analytique 
de derive analytique x , le derive analytique y et le derive analytique z du champ 
magnetique total dus au cylindre vertical droit est la chose necessaire pour mettre en 
application l'inversion analytique du signal et l'inversion conjointe du champ 
magnetique total et du signal analytique. Dans les expressions analytiques du champ 
magnetique, il y a deux integrales elliptiques incompletes et deux integrales 
elliptiques completes; elles sont les cles pour obtenir les derives du champ magnetique 
total. Premierement, nous devons obtenir les expressions analytiques pour les derives 
des integrales elliptiques completes et des integrales elliptiques incompletes; Pierre 
Keating a recommande les formules concernees dans l'emplacement mathematique 
concerne pour resoudre ce probleme. Et puis, dans les expressions analytiques des 
derives des integrales elliptiques completes et des integrales elliptiques incompletes, il 
y a les integrales standard de Legendre. Ces integrales standard de Legendre sont tres 
importantes pour obtenir ralgorithme. Le calcul de ces integrales standard de 
Legendre est donne par Carlson (1979) suivre la methode d'applications successives 
du theoreme de duplication. Carlson et Notis (1981) donnent les pseudo code pour les 
algorithmes, Chemam (2006) a utilise les algorithmes de Carlson a programmer avec 
Matlab et je les utilise dans les calculassions des derivees des integrales elliptiques 
completes et des integrales elliptiques incompletes a completer les calculassions des 
derivees analytiques. En cours de calcul des derives analytique du champ magnetique 
total, je compare les derives analytiques avec derives numeriques pour controler le 
calcul. La methode de deriver numerique repose sur les differences finies. 
Une nouvelle formule pour le rapport entre la magnetisation remanente et la 
magnetisation induite est egalement presentee a ameliorer les resultats de l'inversion 
magnetique. La methode je utilise pour l'inversion magnetique est Lenvenberg-
Marquardt. 
Apres completer l'inversion magnetique, on a propose avec succes l'inversion 
analytique de signal. L'inversion analytique de signal analytique donne des meilleurs 
resultats de la geometrie que l'inversion le champ magnetique totale. Dans la situation 
ou la magnetisation remanente n'est pas connue, le signal analytique est le meilleur 
choix a inverser pour la geometrie du corps magnetique. La methode je utilise est 
Lenvenberg-Marquardt. 
Finalement, l'inversion conjointe du champ magnetique total et son signal 
analytique ont ete accomplis avec succes. La formulation de l'inversion conjointe a ete 
donnee, y compris la formulation du poids et la normalisation des deux ensembles des 
donnees. 
La stabilite a ete montree dans les resultats de l'inversion conjointe appliquee au 
modele synthetique. Contrairement a toute l'inversion de champ magnetique et a 
l'inversion analytique de signal, l'inversion conjointe a donne les meilleurs resultats en 
termes de precision et stabilite. Premierement, elle execute mieux pour l'inclination 
elevee. Deuxiemement, elle a la meilleure stabilite et precision quand les valeurs 
initiales de l'inversion sont loin des valeurs vraies. Troisiemement, elle a la meilleure 
stabilite et la precision en presence du bruit. 
Finalement, l'inversion conjointe du champ magnetique total et son signal 
analytique ont ete mis en application reelle avec succes. L'inversion conjointe a une 
meilleure precision et stabilite que l'inversion separee de l'anomalie magnetique ou de 
son signal analytique. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the originality of my research, the problems met, the 
progress made and the work plan. The goal of inversion is to minimize the difference 
between the observations and the response of a synthetic model. The minimization is 
obtained by varying the parameters of the model and is usually done in the least-
squares sense. For the inversion of magnetic data due to the vertical right circular 
cylinder with arbitrary polarization, a major problem is the presence of magnetic 
remanent magnetization. This is especially the case in diamond exploration as the 
magnetization of the many kimberlites pipes, which are a major source of diamonds, 
is dominated by remanent magnetization. Separation of the remanent magnetization is 
very important. The identification of magnetic remanent magnetization has generated 
a lot of interesting research but many problems still remain. The inversion of magnetic 
data in the presence of remanent magnetization is unstable; specifically the remanent 
magnetization direction and intensity are poorly resolved. The 2D analytic signal of a 
2D magnetic anomaly is independent of the inducing field direction and remanent 
magnetization direction; however the 3D analytic signal is not totally independent of 
the local geomagnetic field and remanent magnetization orientations. A joint inversion 
of the magnetic anomaly and its analytical signals should increase the stability of the 
inversion. In this respect, I developed a joint inversion scheme that makes use of the 
Levenberg- Marquardt method using the magnetic field anomaly and its analytical 
signal. To do this, I need to derive the analytic expressions for the magnetic anomaly 
and its derivatives, as well as for its analytic signal, formulate the joint inversion, and 
correctly normalize and weight the two sets of data. Finally, results of the inversion 
will be tested with synthetic data and real case. 
1.2 Diamonds and kimberlites 
Diamonds have inspired dreams of wealth and power throughout history; most of 
them were insignias of royalty. They have value not only as gems, but also because 
their unusual physical properties are indispensable to industry. They are required in 
drilling, metal cutting, and polishing of extremely hard surfaces (Erlich and Hausel, 
2002). Most modern diamond exploration programs are designed to search for 
conventional diamondiferous host rocks: the kimberlite and lamproite, or for placer 
deposits presumably derived from these rocks. Mitchell and Bergman (1991) report 
that the total volume of known kimberlite in the world is on the order of >5,000km3; 
for lamproite, it is only< 100km3. Kimberlite is thus the most important source of 
diamonds in the world. 
Kimberlite is a volatile-rich, potassic, ultrabasic igneous rock that is enriched in 
some incompatible consitituents (Sr, Zr, Hf, Nb, and rare earth elements) and some 
compatible lithophile constituents (Ni, Cr, and Co), along with alkalis. The 
mineralogy of kimberlites is variable and complex. They occur as dikes, sills, blows, 
and pipes. Mitchell (1986) provided the following definition for kimberlite: 
inequigranular alkalic peridotites containing rounded and corroded megacrysts of 
olivine, phlogopite, magnesian ilmenite and pyrope set in fine grained groundmass of 
second generation euhedral olivine and phlogopite together with primary and 
secondary serpentine, pervoskite, carbonate and spinels. The spinels range in 
composition from titaniferous magnesian chromite to magnesian ulvospinel-
ulvospinel-magnetite. Accessory minerals include diopside, monticellite, rutile, and 
nickeliferous sulphides. Some kimberlites contain major modal amounts of 
monticellite. The typical model of kimberlite is the shape of a carrot (See Fig. 1.1). 
1.3 Geophysical surveys for kimberlites 
The classical model of a pipe is that of a carrot-shaped conical geometry with 
steeply dipping walls and a diameter vanishing with increasing depth (Skinner, 1986). 
Geophysical exploration methods have been used in the search for hidden kimberlite 
at a number of locations around the world (Litinskii 1963a,b; Gerryts 1967; Burley 
and Greenwood 1972; Hausel, McCallum, and Woodzick 1979; Hausel, Glahn, and 
Woodzick 1981; Patterson and MacFadyen 1984).The contrasting physical properties 
of the diamondiferous host rock (in particular kimberlite, lamproite, and minette) and 
the country rock commonly allow these rocks to be distinguished by ground or 
airborne 
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Fig. 1.1 Model of kimberlite pipe (after Hawthorne, 1975) 
exploration geophysical techniques. Very low frequency electromagnetic (VLF), 
conductivity, resistivity, seismic and gravity surveys have been used in the search for 
kimberlites for the direct and indirect indications of kimberlite pipes (Macnae 1995). 
Among all those geophysical methods, the magnetic method is the most widely 
used as a primary search tool for detecting kimberlites. This is partly because 
magnetic airborne surveys are relatively simple and inexpensive compared to other 
geophysical methods. Airborne surveys can directly locate kimberlite pipes and define 
optimal targets for ground follow up surveys (Paulo et al., 2007). So both surface and 
airborne magnetic surveys have had good successes in detecting kimberlite (Bolivar 
and Brookins 1979, Macnae 1979, 1995, Nixon 1981, Jaques, Lewis, and Smith 1986, 
Coopersmith and Mitchell 1989, Atkinson 1989, and Sarma, Verma, and 
Satyanarayana 1999). 
As for the causes of magnetic response, of course, the magnetic susceptibility is 
one of the main important causes. But I would like to underline the second main 
cause, the hard remanent magnetization. The natural remanent magnetization (NRM) 
is the phenomenon extensively studied by paleomagnetists whose interest lies in 
ancient magnetic fields; specifically their intensity and direction. There are a number 
of mechanisms that can cause NRM, of which the two important ones are: TRM or 
thermal remanent magnetization acquired by cooling from a high temperature, and 
CRM or chemical remanent magnetization when a magnetic mineral is formed by a 
chemical change at low temperature. The magnetic remanent magnetization vector is 
approximately oriented in the direction of the regional field at the time it was 
acquired. Commonly, the amplitude of hard remanent magnetization is larger than the 
amplitude of induced magnetism. The Koeningsberger ratio (Q) is defined as the ratio 
of the remanent to the induced response. 
The magnetic response of kimberlites (Atkinson, 1989; Janse et al., 1989) has 
been mostly discussed in the geophysical exploration literature as if it was caused 
solely by variations in magnetic susceptibility. Rock magnetism studies (Clark, 1983; 
Hargraves, 1989) and later discussions in this paper conclusively show that remanent 
magnetization may often be the main contributor to kimberlite magnetic responses. 
The direction and amplitude of the remanent magnetization may therefore be the most 
important property affecting many observed magnetic response. 
A number of presentations at an airborne EM workshop held in Arizona in 1993 
and subsequent discussions implied that about 20% to 50% of the Canadian 
kimberlites recently discovered in the North West Territories had a magnetic response 
of negative polarity (Smith et al., 1995; Paterson et al., 1993). In these cases, 
remanent magnetization is the dominant source of the observed anomaly, which 
causes that the location, sign and shape of a response to be quite different from that 
inferred from induced magnetisation alone. 
It is reasonable to expect that the direction of remanent magnetization of a 
kimberlite has the same polarity as that of the Earth's field at the time of its 
emplacement. A compilation of the polarity over geological time is presented in the 
Fig. 1.2. 
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Fig.l .2 Polarity of the Earth's magnetic field as a function of geological time. The 
paleomagnetic record is less detailed than the sea-floor data. Through the Cambrian to the 
Permian the field was mostly reversed, Triassic through Cretaceous mostly normal, and about 
half and half in the recent Cenozoic. 
Note that the Earth's field adapted from Macnae (1995) appears to be 
predominantly normal or predominantly reversed over extensive intervals for much of 
post-Cambrian geological time. At any specific location, independent of reversals, the 
direction of remanent magnetization is likely to be altered from that of the present 
Earth's field by continental drift (Macnae 1995). So, in the interpretation of the 
magnetic anomalies, the determination of the magnetic remanent magnetization 
strength and direction is very important. 
1.4 Problem 
Diamond exploration in Canada is accelerating. Since 1993, Ashton Mining has 
discovered 75 kimberlites in Canada, and is now focusing its attention in Quebec and 
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in northern Canada (Forrest, 2006). Diamond deposits in northern Canada are hosed in 
kimberlite intrusions within and adjacent to the Archean Slave Craton in the NWT and 
Nunavut Territories (Power, Belcourt, & Rockel, 2004). In most intrusive settings, 
there is a positive susceptibility contrast between the kimberlite and the surrounding 
rock. The best method to identify the signature of the kimberlite is magnetics. The 
magnetic signature of most kimberlite pipes is, at high magnetic latitudes, a circular 
anomaly; at lower magnetic latitudes, it becomes asymmetrical; and at the magnetic 
equator, the anomaly is mostly negative. The shape of the anomaly is also influenced 
by the presence of remanent magnetization (Keating & Sailhac, 2004). 
Many of the kimberlites from the Northwest Territories in Canada have a reversed 
magnetization. In the interpretation of their magnetic anomalies, the determination 
and separation of the remanent magnetization is very important. Unfortunately, in 
many cases, it is difficult to determine from the magnetic data how much induced and 
remanent magnetization is present in the response. Thus, it would seem that remanent 
magnetization of minerals and rocks should be measured from orientated cores 
samples. However, these approaches are not always feasible and have limitations 
because of their cost and time consuming(E.Shearer, 2005). Two data based 
approaches have been developed: the first one was proposed by Nabighian (1972, 
1974) who used the analytic signal concept to potential field data in two dimensions 
since the 2D analytic signal is independent of the induction and the magnetization 
direction. However, the shape of the 3D analytic signal as defined by Roest et al. 
(1992) is not (Xiong, 2006). The second method is based on the assumption that the 
remanent magnetization does not significantly alter the total magnetization direction. 
Li et al. (1996) for example, developed an algorithm, MAG3D, under this assumption. 
Nevertheless, in many applications, remanent magnetization is often strong and 
cannot be disregarded (Shearer, 2005). 
Shearer utilizes the analytic signal to do a physical property inversion using the 
model of a cube (Shearer, 2005). The analytic signal introduced by Nabighian (1972, 
1974), has many advantages. Firstly, for 2D structures, it is independent of remanent 
magnetization; secondly, it performs well at low magnetic latitudes (Keating & 
Sailhac, 2004). Many geophysicist use analytic signal to interpret the magnetic 
anomaly. But unfortunately, the 3D analytic signal is dependent on everything that 
total magnetic intensity itself may depend (Xiong, 2006), though the dependence is 
weak. 
Chemam (2006) proposed a parametric and physical property inversion of 
magnetic data due to a vertical right cylinder with arbitrary polarization in the 
presence of the remanent magnetization. He utilized the analytic expression given by 
Singh and Sabina (Krishna Singh & Sabina, 1978) to compute the forward model, and 
he introduced the remanent magnetization into the inversion, and did the initial works 
for the separation the remanent magnetization from the total magnetization for 
anomalies due to the kimberlitic pipes. The stability and the precision of his inversion 
need to be improved; especially the inversion in the presence of the remanent 
magnetization sometimes is not stable and precise. 
1.5 Main objectives 
The goal of my research project is to improve the inversion of magnetic data due 
to a vertical right cylinder with arbitrary polarization, to improve the separation of the 
remanent magnetization vector from the total magnetization vector, to implement the 
analytical signal inversion, and to implement the joint inversion of magnetic field and 
its analytic signal. The joint inversion is expected to improve the stability of the 
inversion. 
1.6 Methodology 
1.6.1 The works which are implemented to complete the planned jobs 
1. Derivatives of magnetic field 
The following section deals with the derivation of the analytical expressions of 
the x derivatives, y derivatives and z derivatives of the magnetic field due to a right 
vertical cylinder and the comparison of the results from the analytical expressions of 
the derivatives to the results from the numerical derivatives. 
Singh and Sabina (1978) derived the analytic expressions of the anomalies due to 
the right vertical cylinder; this resolved the problem of the forward modeling needed 
for the inversion of the magnetic anomalies due to the right vertical cylinder. But for 
the analytic signal inversion and the joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic 
signal, we need not only to resolve the problem of forward modeling, but also to be 
able to calculate the partial derivatives of the Jacobian matrix. 
The analytic signal is defined as the amplitude of total gradient. So deriving 
analytic expressions of the x, y and z derivatives of magnetic field due to the right 
vertical cylinder is the prerequisite to the implementation of the analytic signal 
inversion and the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal. In the 
analytic expressions of the magnetic field, there are two incomplete elliptic integrals 
and two complete elliptic integrals; they are the key points to the computation of the 
derivatives of the magnetic field. Firstly, we need to get the analytic expressions for 
the derivatives of the complete elliptic integrals and the incomplete elliptic integrals. 
Secondly, in the analytic expressions for the derivatives of the complete elliptic 
integrals and the incomplete elliptic integrals, there are the Legendre's standard 
integrals which are expressed in terms of the so-called factors Rf, Rd. The factors 
Rf, Rd are essential and their calculation is given by Carlson (1979), using the 
method of successive applications of the duplication theorem. Carlson and Notis 
(1981) present the pseudo-code for the algorithms; Chemam (2006) programmed it in 
Matlab. 
In the process of the calculation of the analytic derivatives of the magnetic field, I 
compare the analytic derivatives with the numerical derivatives to check the accuracy 
of the computations. The numerical derivatives are computed using differences. 
2. Modeling and inversion 
In this section, modeling and inversion algorithms will be implemented in order to 
determine the parameters about the geometry, such as the depth and the diameter of 
the targets and the physical parameters: the total magnetization and the remanent 
magnetization, inclination and declination and the strength of the remanent 
magnetization. 
The inversion proceeds into three steps. The first step is to invert the magnetic 
data only. Magnetic have no inherent depth resolution (Li and Oldenburg, 1996). 
Generally speaking, the methodology to overcome this problem is to use in the 
inversion an appropriate weighting function that counteracts the depth decay of the 
data kernels. There is no distinct separable factor defining the decay in the kernel, 
therefore we resort to an empirical estimate. But it is not easy to realize it 
successfully. Singh and Sabina (1978) derived the analytic expressions of the 
anomalies due to the right vertical cylinder; this cylinder is semi-infinite. In the real 
situation, the cylinders of kimberlites are always finite in terms of their depth 
extension; this explains why the magnetic has the depth decay. So I will use the finite 
model to fit the surface data to overcome the decay of the magnetic field. 
I will use the analytic expressions of Jacobian matrix to replace the numerical 
derivatives in order to improve the stability of the inversion and accuracy of the 
results. I will substitute a new relationship between the remanent magnetization and 
the induced magnetization to stabilize the inversion. 
In first step, the direct problem, that is the forward modeling, is solved using the 
mathematical formulation given by Singh and Sabina (1978), for the magnetic 
anomalies due to a right vertical cylinder. Chemam (2006) gives the expression as for 
the remanent magnetization. The Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares method will be 
used to solve the inverse problem. 
The second step is to invert the analytic signal. The analytic expressions of the 
analytic signal of the magnetic field due to the right vertical cylinder will be derived 
to solve the problem of the forward modeling. And with the analytic expressions of 
the analytic signal of the magnetic field, the expressions of the Jacobian matrix for the 
analytic signal inversion are derived to implement the analytic signal inversion 
successfully. The Levenberg-Marquardt a square-least technique is used in the 
inversion. 
The third step is the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal. 
The formulation of the joint inversion will be given, including the weighting and 
normalization of the two sets of data. 
3. Application of the techniques to the synthetic data and real data. 
All the programming is done in Matlab. Potent, the software of Geophysical 
Software Solution will be used to generate the synthetic data for this study. To test the 
capability and the precision of the algorithms, each parameter of the parameter vector 
will be varied; these are the depth and diameter of the model cylinder, the inclination 
and the declination of the remanent magnetization. 
The results of the magnetic field, analytic signal inversion and the joint inversion 
will be compared to determine the advantages and disadvantages of the three methods. 
The algorithm will be applied to real data. 
1.6.2 The contributions of my thesis 
The contributions of this study are as follows: 
1. Improvement of the magnetic field inversion by using analytic expressions for 
the Jacobian matrix and substitution of a new formula for the relationship between the 
remanent magnetization and the induced magnetization. 
2. Derivation of the analytic derivatives of the mathematical expressions for the 
magnetic field due to right vertical cylinder given by Singh and Sabina (1978) to 
make the analytic signal inversion possible, and implementation of the analytic signal 
inversion successfully. The inversion of the analytic signal is very useful in the 
presence of remanent magnetization since the results of the analytic signal inversion 
are less dependent of the orientation of the remanent magnetization, which increased 
the precision of the inversion. 
3. Implementation of the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic 
signal inversion to increase stability and the precision of the results. 
1.7 The plan of the work 
The outline of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 1. 
The originality of the problem, the situation of the study of this domain: including 
the works done by others, the problem to be resolved. The outline of the research I 
planned to do, the description of the methods I selected to complete my research, the 
contribution of my works to improve in this domain and the plan of my work to be 
proceeded in the following chapters. 
Chapter 2. 
Introduction of the concepts related to the magnetic method and the search for 
kimberlites. The process of the development of the magnetic method and the 
techniques used to search for kimberlites will be reminded to clearly present the 
problem I am going to solve. 
Chapter 3. 
Derivation of the analytic expressions for*, y and z derivatives of the magnetic 
anomaly due to the right vertical cylinder, and as well as the analytic expression of the 
analytic signal of the magnetic anomaly due to right vertical cylinder, and the 
comparison of computations done with the analytic expressions to computations done 
by numerical techniques. The programming will be in Matlab. The parameters related 
to the geometry of the target, the properties of the total magnetic field and the 
remanent magnetization will be varied in order to determine the reliability and 
stability and the robustness of the algorithms. 
Chapter 4. 
The magnetic field inversion is implemented, with the Levenberg-Marquardt 
method; finite extension model will be used to overcome the problem of the decay of 
the magnetic field. The inversion scheme is tested using synthetic data generated by 
Potent. 
Chapter5. 
The inversion of analytic inversion is implemented, with the same Levenberg-
Marquardt method. The algorithm of inversion is tested using the synthetic data 
generated by Potent. 
Chapter 6. 
The algorithm of joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal 
inversion is implemented. The normalization and the weighting of the two sets of data 
are used. The results of the joint inversion are tested by synthetic data and the 
algorithm will be applied to the real data. The results of the magnetic field, analytic 
signal inversion and the joint inversion are compared to determine the advantages and 
disadvantages of the three methods. 
Chapter 7. 
Conclusions and discussion. 
Chapter 2 Background 
2.1 Introduction 
To understand well the development to be presented in this paper, I shall give a 
brief overview of the concepts pertaining to the magnetic method in relation to the 
topic of this thesis, and give an outline of the historical developments concerned with 
the contribution of the remanent magnetization and its extraction from the magnetic 
data. 
2.2 Major concepts 
2.2.1 Magnetic methods 
The study of the earth's magnetism is the oldest branch of geophysics. It has been 
known for more than three centuries. The magnetic field has been studied almost 
continuously since Gilbert's time, but it was not until 1843 that Von Wrede first used 
variations in the field to locate deposits of magnetic ore. The magnetic method is a 
tool to underground with the study of map the distribution of magnetic materials 
underground using variations in the magnetic field (Telford et al, 1990). 
Until the late 1940s, magnetic field measurements were mostly made from its 
vertical component. This limited measurements mainly to the land surface. After 
World War II the fluxgate magnetometer made airborne measurements possible. 
Later, came the proton-precession and optically pump alkali-vapor magnetometers, 
which measure the total magnetic field and are more accurate. Now digital recording 
and processing of magnetic data removes much of the tedious works involved in 
reducing measurements to magnetic maps. With the development of computer 
science, the interpretation algorithms now make modelling of the distributions of 
magnetization possible. 
2.2.2 Geomagnetic Held 
As far as exploration geophysics is concerned, the geomagnetic field of the Earth 
is comprised of three parts: the main field, the external field, and the variations of the 
main field. The main field originates internally; its distribution could be 
mathematically represented by a series of spherical harmonics from globally derived 
observations to yield the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) (Merrill 
et al., 1996). The highly varying external field is, under normal conditions, a small 
fraction of the geomagnetic field, less than one percent, and originates from external 
sources such as electric currents in ionized layers of the outer atmosphere. Lastly, 
variations in the main field are caused by localized magnetic anomalies in the crust 
(Telford et al., 1990). These magnetic anomalies are the targets for the exploration 
geophysicists. 
The main magnetic field of the Earth at any point (T) is a vector quantity and can 
be described using three parameters: inclination, declination, and strength. The 
orientation of the main field can be described using the first two parameters, as 
depicted in Figure 2.1. Inclination is the angle between the magnetic field and the 
local horizontal surface plane of the earth. Declination is the angle between the 
magnetic field projections to the Earth's surface and geographic north. 
The magnetic field vector could also be described using three components in a 
Cartesian coordinate system, x positive is north, z positive is down, and y positive 
is east. 
X 
Fig.2.1 The orientation of the main magnetic field can be described using inclination (/ ) and 
declination (D). Inclination is the angle between the magnetic field vector and the local 
horizontal plane of the Earth. Declination is the angle between the magnetic field projections 
to the Earth's surface and geographic north. 
X ,Y,Z are respectively the three components, they have the relationship with T as 
follows: 
X = H cosD,Y = H sinD,Z = H tanl =TsinI 
T = ylH2+Z2 = ̂ X2+Y2+Z2,H = TcosI 
(2.1) 
The unit of T, X , Y, Z is Tesla (T) in SI system and gamma (y) in cgs system. 
lT=Wb/m2,1 y=lnT = 1(T9T 
2.2.3 Magnetization 
The source distribution of the magnetic field can be described in terms of dipole 
density. The net volume density of magnetic dipole moments is magnetization; J 
Magnetization is a vector quantity defined as the sum of the individual dipole 
moments, m, divided by a volume, V. 
Magnetization is a function of location and varies from point to point (Blakely, 1996). 
In a material, magnetization consists of two parts, induced magnetization, 7, and 
remanent magnetization, Jr (Figure 2.2) 
J 
Fig.2.2 The relationship between total magnetization, induced magnetization and remanent 
magnetization. 
7 = 7*+^ (2-3) 
The unit of magnetization is the ampere/meter (A/m) in the SI system, while it is 
the gauss (G) in the cgs system, the relationship is that lgauss=103 A/m. 
2.2.4 Magnetic susceptibility 
The degree to which a magnetic body is magnetized by induction is determined by 
its magnetic susceptibility. Susceptibility is the fundamental rock parameter in 
magnetic prospecting. The magnetic response of rocks and minerals is determined by 
the amounts and susceptibilities of magnetic materials in them (Telford, Geldart, and 
Sheriff, 1990). 
Rocks that have a significant concentration of ferro and or ferri-magnetic minerals 
tend to have the highest susceptibilities. Consequently, basic and ultrabasic rocks have 
the highest susceptibility, acid igneous and metamorphic rocks have intermediate to 
low values, and sedimentary rocks have very small susceptibilities in general. 
Table 2.1 Magnetic susceptibility values for common mineral and rock types. 
Taken from Sharma (1997) 
Mineral or Rock Type 
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Whole rock susceptibilities can vary considerably owing to a number of factors in 
addition to mineralogical composition. Susceptibilities depend upon the alignment and 
shape of the magnetic grains dispersed throughout the rock (Reynolds, 1997). Table 
2.1 lists the magnetic susceptibility values for common minerals and rocks 
2.2.5 Induced magnetization 
Magnetization is a vector quantity defined as the sum of the individual dipole 
moments. Generally speaking; the atoms of the magnetisable material are disordered. 
We can say that, in this situation, the dipole moments in the magnetisable material are 
arranged randomly (Figure 2.3). So the net magnetic moment of the material is zero. 
The magnetisable body does not show the magnetism. 
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(a) Atoms and molecules before 
magnetization 
(b) Dipole moments before 
magnetization 
Fig.2.3 Orientation of atoms and dipole moments before magnetization 
When the magnetisable body is placed in an external magnetic field, the 
molecules and atoms are reoriented orderly, so their spins line up, and the molecules 
dipole are too reoriented orderly (Figure 2.4), at this moment, the sum of the dipole 
moments is not zero, the material is magnetized (Huixiang et al., 1988). 
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(a) The orientation of atoms in the 
external field 
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(b) The orientation of dipole moments 
in the external field 
Fig.2.4 Orientation of atoms and dipole moments in the external field 
2.2.6 Remanent magnetization 
As discussed above, the induced magnetization is due to the reorientation of the 
atomic magnetic moments in the presence of the external field. The property of those 
rocks and minerals is paramagnetism. They have atomic moments to partially align 
parallel to the applied field, thereby to produce a net magnetization in the direction of 
the applied field in the presence of external field. There is, however, a class of 
magnetism of great importance to geomagnetic studies. Certain materials not only 
have atomic moments, but neighboring moments interact strongly with each other. 
Such materials are said to be ferromagnetic. The ferromagnetic materials have an 
ability to retain the magnetization in the absence of external magnetic fields. This 
permanent magnetization is called remanent magnetization, which we denote here by 
Jr (Blakely, 1996). 
Jr is a function of volume, atomic, crystallographic, chemical makeup, and grain 
size of the magnetic minerals. Small magnetic grains support strong, stable remanent 
magnetizations. It is also affected by the geologic, tectonic, and thermal history of the 
mineral or rock (Blakely, 1996). The various processes by which rocks can acquire a 
remanent magnetization are detailed in the table 2.2 (Shearer, 2005). 




























Summation of all remanent 
magnetization components 
(primary and secondary). 
Primary remanent magnetization 
acquired during cooling from a 
temperature above the Curie 
temperature in the presence of 
an external magnetic field. 
Secondary remanent 
magnetization acquired over 
time, related to thermal agitation 
and causes decay of primary 
remanent magnetization. 
Primary remanent magnetization 
acquired during deposition in 
the presence of an external field 
by the physical rotation of 
magnetic mineral particles. 
Usually occurs as grains settle 
out of water. 
Acquired during post-
depositional retention of 
interstitial grains. 
Remanent magnetization 
acquired during growth of 
magnetic minerals in presence 
of an external field. Includes 
growth by nucleation or 
replacement. 
Secondary' remanent 
magnetization acquired over a 
short time at one temperature in 
a strong, external field. 
There are two types of remanent magnetization. Primary remanent magnetizations 
are acquired by the cooling and solidification of an igneous rock from above the Curie 
temperature to normal surface temperature (TRM) or by detrital remanent 
magnetisation (DRM). Secondary remanent magnetisations, such as chemical, viscous 
or post-depositional remanent magnetisations, may be acquired later on in the rock's 
history. 
It is very important to consider that not only may Jr exceed 7,, but the direction 
of remanent magnetisation may be quite different from that of the ambient induced 
field at a location. 
2.3 The progress of magnetic method and the historical development concerned 
of magnetic method survey for kimberlites 
Here we recall the progress of magnetic method to outline the main advances and 
the problems of the magnetic exploration. Then we summarize the methods used in 
exploration of kimberlites. 
2.3.1 The progress of magnetic method 
2.3.1.1 Depth-to-source estimation techniques 
As the initial method of interpretation of magnetic methods, the depth estimation 
has contributed a lot in obtaining the semi-quantitative representation of the source 
locations. These techniques estimate target parameters by looking at various attributes 
of an anomaly (curve matching, straight-slope, half-width, amplitude, horizontal 
extent between various characteristic points, etc) (Henderson and Zietz, 1948; Peters, 
1949; Vacquier et al., 1951; Smellie, 1956; Hutchison, 1958; Grant and Martin, 1966; 
Koulomzine et al.,1970; Barongo, 1985). Trial-and-error methods were developed 
(Talwani, 1965), in which magnetic anomalies were calculated iteratively until a good 
fit with observed data was obtained. In the 1970s, automated depth analysis began to 
replace the graphical and trial and error techniques based on the 2D models. In the 
1990s, 3D automated depth estimation appeared. 
2.3.1.1.1 Werner deconvolution 
Werner (1955) proposed a method for interpreting overlapping anomalies if they 
can be interpreted as attributable to thin sheets. Given that the causative bodies are 
two dimensional and have a polygonal cross section, it can be achieved by taking the 
horizontal derivative of the observed profile. This method was extended to 3D 
multiple sources by Hansen (2002) by using deconvolution on the complex form of 
the analytic signal. 
2.3.1.1.2 CompuDepth 
O'Brien (1972) introduced CompuDepth, a frequency-domain technique, based on 
a spectral formulation of the analytic signal (Nabighian, 1972) that determines 
location and depth to 2D magnetic sources. Wang and Hansen (1990) extended this 
method to estimate the locations of the corners of 3D homogeneous polyhedral bodies. 
2.3.1.1.3 Naudy method 
Naudy (1971) provided a method that uses a matched filter calculating profile over 
a vertical dike or thin plate. The filter is applied to the observed and reduced-to-the-
pole components. Shi (1991) replaced the observed and reduced-to-the-pole 
components by the horizontal and vertical components of the magnetic profile to 
improve Naudy's method. 
2.3.1.1.4 Analytic signal 
Nabighian (1972, 1974) introduced the concept of the analytic signal for magnetic 
interpretation and showed that its amplitude yields a bell-shaped function over each 
corner of a 2D body with polygonal cross section. For an isolated corner, the 
maximum of the bell shaped curve is located exactly over the corner, and the width of 
the curve at half its maximum amplitude equals twice the depth to the corner. In 
addition, the results are not affected by the remanent magnetization. Roest et al (1992) 
used the 3D analytic signal to obtain the positions of magnetic contacts and the depth 
of the rim of the circular feature beneath southern Lake Huron from gridded data. The 
absolute value of the 3D analytic signal is defined as the square root of the squared 
sum of the vertical and the two horizontal derivatives of the magnetic field; it is the 
norm of the gradient vector of the magnetic field. 
2.3.1.1.5 Euler deconvolution 
Thompson (1982) proposed a technique for analyzing magnetic profiles based on 
Euler's relation for homogeneous functions. This technique uses first order x, y and 
z derivatives to determine location and depth for various idealized targets (sphere, 
cylinder, thin dike, contact), each characterized by a specific structural index. Many 
improvements were made to this method. Reid et al (1990) extended this method to 
3D situation. Mushayandebvu et al. (2001) introduced a second equation derived from 
Euler equation used in conjunction with the standard Euler equation to make the 
results more stable, which is called extended Euler deconvolution. It is extended to 3D 
by Nabighian and Hansen (2001) using generalized Hilbert transforms (Nabighian, 
1984). Hansen and Suciu (2002) extended the single source Euler deconvolution 
technique to multiple sources to deal with the overlapping effects of nearby 
anomalies. Keating and Pilkington (2000) proposed applying Euler deconvolution to 
the amplitude of the analytic signal. Mushayandebvu et al (2004) presented a grid-
based version of Euler deconvolution to extend Euler deconvolution to gridded data to 
allow for the first time the estimation of strikes, dips, and susceptibilities from gridded 
data using an automatic process. 
2.3.1.1.6 Source parameter imaging (SPI) 
Thurston and Smith (1997) and Thurston et al (1999, 2002) developed the source 
parameter imaging (SPI) technique, based on the complex analytic signal, to compute 
source parameter from line data or gridded magnetic data, which is referred to as the 
local wavenumber method. Solution grids using the SPI technique gives the edge 
locations, depths, dips and susceptibility contracts. It works best for isolated 2D 
sources. 
2.3.1.2 Parametric inversion 
Inversion is an automatic numerical procedure that constructs a model of 
subsurface geology from measured magnetic data and other information, with the 
additional condition that input data are reproduced within a given error tolerance 
(Nabighian et al., 2005). The parametric inversion is a quantitative inversion 
technique for recovering the geometry of causative bodies that reproduce observed 
data. This method requires certain a priori information, such as a known 
magnetization direction. 
2.3.2 The magnetic method used for survey of kimberlites 
2.3.2.1 Detecting the kimberlites 
In the early 1972', Burley and Greenwood (1972) found magnetic anomalies over 
all known kimberlites in Lesotho. Macnae (1979) pointed out that, although ground 
geophysical surveys of kimbelites have been described first, all the pipes were first 
detected by means of an airborne reconnaissance survey. Most kimberlites have a 
distinctive aeromagnetic signature, in general, a roughly circular anomaly. However, 
at ground level the anomaly is more complex and it can have internal highs or be 
elongated (Keating and Sailhac, 2004). Macnae (1979) gave an example of an 
aeromagnetic survey that was flown by Geoterrex Ltd., of Ottawa, Canada. Lines 
were flown 400m apart, at an average flight height of 120m. The magnetic response 
over two of the selected anomalies coincided with the results of EM anomalies 
obtained over the same targets. After Macnae (1979), Nixon (1981), Atkinson (1989) 
and Sarma and Verma (1996) proposed respectively that aeromagnetics or ground 
magnetics are almost invariably primary search tool used for detecting and delineating 
kimberlites. Nixon (1981) mentioned that discrete magnetic anomalies may occur 
within individual pipes. Atkinson (1989) states that the variable and complex nature of 
magnetic responses found over kimberlites is more likely to reflect the nature of the 
body itself than the differential weathering of the pipe as stated by some authors 
(Sarma and Verma, 1999). Macnae (1995) also reports examples of aeromagnetic 
anomalies from the Sheoak area of southern Australia which contain several 
kimberlite responses within a highly variable magnetic background. Sama et al (1999) 
used the ground magnetic vertical intensity contour map to map the Majhgawan 
kimberlite pipe near Panna in central India successfully. They obtained the 
geologically reasonable 3D model satisfying the contour map. 
Cowan et al (2000) review the techniques that can be used to screen kimberlite 
magnetic anomalies. Three-dimensional Euler deconvolution can be used to 
automatically locate circular anomalies (Paterson et al., 1991). This technique tends to 
generate a large number of false targets. Keating (1995) proposed a technique called 
matched filter that is based on first-order regression analysis between a window of the 
grided data and a typical target theoretical anomaly. Experience shows that the 
matched filter technique does not work well at very low magnetic latitudes and does 
not perform well in the presence of strong magnetic remanent magnetization (Keating 
and Sailhac, 2004). A new technique designed to overcome this problem was 
proposed by Keating (Keating and Sailhac, 2004). The new technique is based on a 
first order regression over a moving window, between the analytic signal of the 
observed magnetic field and the theoretical analytic signal of a magnetic vertical 
cylinder. Results where the correlation coefficient between the analytic signal and the 
theoretical analytic signal within a moving window are above a certain threshold are 
retained. Additional criteria can later be used to refine the target selection. Its 
advantage is that the shape of analytic signal is much less dependent on the direction 
of the magnetic field and remanent magnetization of the kimberlite than total 
magnetic field anomalies. Paulo et al (2007) proposed a new technique in Serra da 
Canastra which is located in the central portion of the Brazilian province in a low 
magnetic latitude region. This interpretation strategy was based on joint analysis of 
analytic signal and Euler deconvolution. A selected kimberlite target should typically 
have a roughly circular analytic signal anomaly coincident with a depth (l-200m) and 
structural (N=2) constrained Euler solution. It simultaneously meets two 
requirements: have a roughly circular analytic signal anomaly and be coincident with 
the constrained Euler equation. The proposed approach led to the recognition of 
previously known pipes and generation of new targets. 
2.3.2.2 Inversion for magnetic anomalies due to a kimberlite pipe 
Using the model of cylinder given by Singh and Sabina (1978), Cheman (2006) 
implemented a parametric inversion of the magnetic field due to a cylinder, using the 
mathematical expressions of the magnetic anomaly caused by a vertical right circular 
cylinder with arbitrary polarization. His first important contribution is the evaluation 
of the direction of the magnetization by the method of magnetic moment derived by 
integration of the field components. The evaluation of the direction of the 
magnetization is the essential prerequisite for implementation of the magnetic 
inversion. His second important contribution is the estimation of the initial values of 
the parameters of the model, such as the depth, the diameter from the amplitude ratio 
of the enhanced and the simple analytic signal (Hsu et al., 1996) and the coordinates 
of the center of the cylinder from the maximum or minimum of reduction to pole, or 
the maximum of the amplitude of analytic signal of the magnetic field reduced to the 
pole. His third important contribution is development of magnetic field inversion 
algorithm using the Levenberg-Marquardt square-least method, especially, an 
inversion of remanent magnetization has been implemented to estimate the remanent 
magnetization. But the stability and the precision of this inversion, especially for the 
inversion of the remanent magnetization, needs to be improved. 
Chapter 3 Derivatives of the magnetic field 
3.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter, I presented a brief overview of the concepts pertaining to 
the magnetic method in relation to the topic of this thesis, and gave an outline of the 
historical developments related to remanent magnetization and its extraction from the 
magnetic data. 
For the accurate inversion of magnetic data, remanent magnetization should be 
included. Remanent magnetization is the net magnetization present in a material in the 
absence of an external field. If present, it could lead to the erroneous interpretation of 
magnetic data. The analytic signal is the amplitude of the total gradient of the 
anomalous magnetic data. The analytic signal is weakly independent of the local 
geomagnetic field and the remanent magnetization, and therefore the joint inversion 
with the magnetic anomaly and its analytic signal is expected to increase the stability 
of the inversion. Here, I propose to do the joint inversion combining the magnetic 
anomaly and its analytic signal. Firstly, the analytic signal inversion will be 
implemented. The amplitude of the analytic signal is defined as the square root of the 
squared sum of the vertical and the two horizontal derivatives of the magnetic field. I 
therefore need to compute the vertical and the two horizontal derivatives of the 
magnetic field to construct the mathematical model for analytic signal inversion. I use 
the finite difference derivatives and I compare the results with those from the analytic 
derivatives to test the algorithms. 
3.2 Formulas of derivatives of the magnetic field 
3.2.1 Introduction of the basic theory 
Singh and Sabina (1978) give a closed form solution for the total anomalous 
magnetic field due to a vertical right circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization under 
the assumption that the magnetization is uniform. Chemam (2006) used it to calculate 
the forward model needed for the inversion of the magnetic anomaly due to a vertical 
cylinder with and without the remanent magnetization. The total magnetic anomaly 
due to the right circular cylinder is expressed as follows: 
F = 2m- J,. {C-A)l(\,0;0)-{E-A)-l(],];-])-BI(U;0) 
r 
(3.1) 
Fig.3.1 Semi-infinite cylinder of radius a and the coordinate system used. The total magnetic 
field is evaluated at point P above the cylinder. 
C = nN 
A = /Lcos2 6 + (IM + mL)sin 0cos6 + mM sin2 6 
E = IL sin2 9 - (IM + mL) sin 0 cos 6 + mM cos2 6 
B = (IN + nL)cos& + (mN + nM)smd 
1 = cos /„ cos D0 
m = cos /0 sin D0 
n = sin 70 
L = cos I cos Dm 
M = cos Im sin Dn 
N = sin I 
/(1,0;0) 
-^=F0(k)~A0(j3,k) + - , (a>r) 
Aa-Jar 2a a 
k\z\ 1 
-4-F0(fc) + —, Aa 2a 
(a = r) 
Aa^lar 2a 
/(U;-D = 
\z\E0(k) k\z\ 2 2 z\„ ... 
2ky]ar Aar-yjar 2 
\z\E0(k) k\z\ ,„ 2 . z
2 
2 2 
a -r Ao(0,k) + — . 
Aar 2a 







(a2 + r2+4rW*) + 
2 2 
- ^ T A ° ( / U ) + ^ 
( f l > r ) 













{a + rf+z2 
p = arcsinC ~2 r) 
\(a-ry +z 
(I0,D0) and (Im,Dm) are the inclination and declination of the Earth's magnetic 
field and the total magnetic field intensity, a is the radius of the cylinder, z is the depth 
of the top of the cylinder and Jm is the total magnetic field intensity. K(k) and 
E{k) are two complete elliptic integrals: 
W)=f- d(p 
•^•k2 s\n2 (p 
E(k) = £ -Jl-k2 sin2 <pd<p 
A0(j3,k) is Lambda function: 
A0 = - [K(k) • E(p, Vl-fc
2) + (£(*) - K(k)) • K(J3, Jl-k2)] 
71 
In the formula above, K{fi,^\-k2 )and E(P,yj\-k2) are the incomplete elliptic 
integrals. 
For the magnetic anomaly with the remanent magnetization, equation (3.1) is changed 
to equation (3.2): 




C = nN\ 
A = lL\cos2 0 + (lM\+ mLl)sin 0cos0 + mMlsin2 0 
E = 111 • sin2 0-(IMI+ mLl)sin0cos0 + mMlcos20 
B = (INI + nLX) cos 0 + (mJVl + nM\) sin 0 
with 
L\ = I + Q • L 
Ml = m + QM 
N\ = n + Q-N 
I = cos I0 cos D0 
m = cos I0 sin D0 
n = sin /0 
L = co^remcosDrem 
M =cosIrem sinD, rem 
32 
N = sinlrem 
(I0,D0) and (Irem,Drem) are the inclination and declination of the Earth's 
magnetic field and the remanent magnetization, J( is the inductive magnetic field 
dF dF dF 
intensity, Q is the Koenigsberger's ratio. To obtain the derivatives: ——,——,—— 
ox By az 
needed for the calculation of the analytic signal, the key is to compute the derivatives 
of the functions 
*(*)=[' /2 d(p 
*\\-k2 %'m2 <p 
E{k) = ^2 j] - k2 sin2 <pd<p, 
and the incomplete elliptic integrals: K(/3,^l-k2) andE(/3,^l-k2). In the site 
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/, the formulas for calculations of the derivatives for the 
complete and incomplete elliptic integrals can be found: 
o£(*) _ E(k) - K(k) 
dk ~ 2k 
oK(k) _E(k)-(l-k)K(k) 
dk ~ 2(1-*)* 




^ 1 = ^ ^ ^ (3.6) 




K(j3,k)=\— d<p 0<k<l (3.8) 
o -N/l-*sin
2 (p 
3*(fl*)_ 1 ( 3 9 ) 
W yj\-ksm2 p 
dK(j3,k) E(fi,k) K(j3,k) sin(2 J3) 
dk 2(1 -k)k 2k 4(1 -k)^\ -ksm2 J3 
the two incomplete elliptic functions are transformed as follow: 
K(p,k) = sin/?x/?,.(cos2 p,\-k2 sin2 p,Y) (3.11) 
(3.10) 
E(j3,k) = sinfixRj (cos2 fi,\-k2 sin2 /?,1) —k2 sin2 jffx J?d(cos
2 # 1 -&2 sin2 #1) 
(3.12) 
where 
/ ? / (^ ,y , z
, ) = ^_[[(f + x')(r + y)(r + z , ) f 2 ^ (3.13) 
•2 _ I _ I _ 2 
^ U ' . / . z ' ^ - f (' + *') Ht + y') 2(t + z) 2dt (3.14) 
2 
the calculation of i?^, Rd are given by Carlson (Carlson, 1979). So the 
calculations from equation from (3.3) to (3.10) have been resolved. This means that 
the calculations of the analytic method for the complete and incomplete elliptic 
integrals have been obtained, and the analytic expression for Lambda function has 
been derived. 
3.2.2 The z derivative of the magnetic anomaly due to right circular cylinder 
I have to split the full expression into parts because that the mathematic 
expressions are too long. The needed terms, together with the simplified notation are: 
k2 = 4ar 
(a + r)2+z2, ( 3 1 5 ) 
^ = J * = J ( f l + r ) 2 + z 2 x - ~4an dz V Aar [(a + rf+z2j (3.16) 
• 2 a Z 
s i n P=~, 7i T' 
(a-r) +z ( 3 1 7 ) 
M = ( « - r ) 2 + Z 2 x ( « - r )
2 + z 2 x z ( a - r )
2 
8z V (a-r)2 "V z2 [ ( a - r ) 2 + z2]2 
oz 2k (3.19) 
j ^ a £ ( t ) - Q - t ' ) g ( t ) 
3z 2(l-fc2)*2 ( 3 2 0 ) 
dE^ = ^ ^ ^ - = ^-0-k2)sm2 J3 
dP (3.21) 
dEpmm = aEtfpg?) =
 £<A V?^Vff l . V ^ > x 2 yr rF (3.22) 
9(Vl-&2) 2(Vl-fc2)2 
d(J\-k2) -dkz 
dmz = - dz Vl^2 (3.23) 
Jfyftnz = dE(P>*1 k } = dEj3mj3X</# + tf£ytfmmxdmz 
& (3.24) 
iKM-***-4*I*)-
dfi *Jl-(l-k2)sin2 J3 (3.25) 
2*2(1-*2) 2(1-*2) 4^ 2 Vl - ( l - ^ 2 ) s i n 2 A 
(3.26) 
dKfimz = dRfimfi x d/fe + dRfimm x dmz /o 97) 
_2 
+ (E(k)-K(k))xdKflnz 
dLamdaz = ~{[dKz x £ ( £ Vl-/t2) +K(k) xdEfinz]+[(dEz - dKz) x K(^\\-k2) 
(3.28) 
D/100ZM1 = )=[kxK(k) + zxdkzxK(k) + zxkxdKz\ (3.29) 
DI100 zu2 = — x dLamdaz 
2fl (3.30) 
DI]00zu = DIl00zu\ + Dn00zu2 (3.31) 
DI\00zm = ^T(dkzxzxK(k) + kxK(k) + kxzxdKz) 
2xa (3.32) 
DllOOzd = DI\00zu\-DI\00zu2 (333) 
^ _. d(zE(k)/k) 1 Jfe. 1 
DzEk = ——^—- = -x E(k) + zx E(k)x( T) + zx — xdEz 
dz k k k (3.34) 
a2r2z = k(a2z + r2z + z3/2)K(k) (3.35) 
Da2r2zz = dkzx (a2z + r2z+z2 i2) xK(k) 
+ kx(a
2 +r2 + 3z2 ?2)xK(k) 
+ kx(a2z + r2z+zz !2)xdKz 
(3.36) 
a2z = k(2a2z + z3/2)K(k) ( 3 3 7 ) 
Da2z = Jfex(2«2z + z3/2)xA- + )tx(2fl!2+3z2/2)x^ + A:x(2a22 + z3/2)xcf/i:z 
(3.38) 
D/l1lzwl= — = x DzEk 
^ a r (3.39) 
D/l \\zu2 = — ^ - = x Da2r2zz 
2mr4ar (3.40) 
2 2 
fl! — V 
DI\ 1 lz«3 = x dLamdaz 
4ar (3.41) 
DI\ 1 lzii = D/l 1 lziil + D/l 1 lz«2 + DI\ 1 lz«3 (3.42) 
D/lllzml = — xDzEk 
m (3.43) 
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DI\ Uzm2 = =- x Dalz 
2na- (3.44) 
DI\ 1 \zm = DI\ 1 \zm\ + Dl\ 1 \zm2 (3 45) 
DI\ 1 lzJ = DI\ 1 lzwl + D/l Wzul- DI\ 1 ku3 (3.46) 
IrequaZ = — (1 — , ) 
a Jz2+a2 (3.47) 
DIrequaZz = 
(a2+z2)Ja2+z2 ( 3 48) 
™,n 2 r/ ] Jf ^tex w ^ z
1 ^ j r dEzxk-Exdkz, 
DIU0z = —p=[(—Txdkz——)xK{k) + (---)xdKz -= ] 
7t4ar k2 2 k 2 k2 
(3.49) 
(r = 0) 
I_UOdz = 0; 
I _\00dz = DIrequaZz; 
I_Um1dz = I_l00dz!2; 
(r± 0,a =r ) 
I _UOdz = DIUOz; 
I _100dz = DHOOzm; 
I _Umldz = DlUlzm; 
(r* 0,a >r) 
I _UOdz = DIUOz; 
I _\00dz = DIlOOzu; 
I _Um\dz = DIU\zu; 
(r* 0,a <r) 
I _UOdz = DIUOz; 
I _\00dz = DllOOzd; 
I_Um\dz=DIU\zd; 
0=0) 
DF = — = 2mJM[ (C - A) I _ 1 OOdz - (E - A)I _ 1 \m\dz - Bl _ 11 Odz] 
dz 
0*0) 
DF = — = 2mJut[(C-A)I_lQ0dz-(E-A)IUmldz/r-BI_U0dz] 
& (3.50) 
Herer = TJX2 + y2 . 
3.2.3 The x derivative of the magnetic anomaly due to right circular cylinder 
dk x{4a[(a + r)2+z2]-8ar(a + r)} 
dkx = —— = 
dx 2kr[(a + r)2+z ] ( 3 5 1 ) 
,„ dE(k) E(k)-K(k) ,„ IX _,, dEx = —z—- = v , v ;x(2k)xdkx 
ox 2k1 (3.52) 
dKxJJ^=m)~il-k
2)K{k) ^ 
ox 2k2(l-k2) ( 3 5 3 ) 
dx \a-r\r[(a-r) +z ] „ ^ 
3(Vl-£2) 1 , „ , . . , 
dmx = — - = — x{-2k)xdkx 
ox 2Vl-/r2 (3.55) 
dE/3mx = dEfimfi x dyftc + dEfimm x dm* /o res 
dKpmx = dKfim/3 x d/?jc + dKfimm x dmx , 3 g ^ 
dLamdax = -{[dKxxE(j3,-Jl-k2) + K(k) xrf£^wr] + (dEx-dKx)xK(j3, j\-k2) 
TV 
+ [E(k)- K(k)]xdK&nx 
(3.58) 
DI100L = ~Z 
Aa4a~r ( 3 5 9 ) 
D / 1 Q 0 x L =
a ' g / ' 0 0 L ) = ^ T = 
ox 8ar var (3 60) 
DI\ OOxu = DI\ OOxL x jt x ( - K{k)) + Dl\001 x dkx x (-K(k)) 
2 1 
+ DROOL xkx(—dKx) x dLamdax 
7T 2a 
(3.61) 
DHOOxm = ( ^—)x[rffctx K(k) + kxdKx] 
2m1 (3.62) 
DHOOxd = Dl\ 00xLxkx(- K(k)) + D1\ OOLxdkxx (-K(k)) 
2 1 
+ DIXOOL xkx(— dKx) + — xdLamdax 
7T 2a 
(3.63) 
2w -Jar k 7T-\jar k 
DI\ 1 \m\ = ( — F T = ) x ( r ) X #(*) + ( — T = ) x C-f i - ) x £(*) 
+ (_£=) x(±)x,i& 
(3.64) 
IUlxu2 = ^ — ( a 2 + r 2 + z 2 / 2 ) F 0 ( £ ) 
Aar^ar 
Z ) / l l l m 2 =
9 / l l l x " 2 = [( 3™ )x(a2 +r* +z2 f2) + (-^=)]xkx(lK(k)) 
dx Sar -jar 2ar-Jar ft 
+[( ^=)x(a2 +r2 +z2 /2)x(-K(k))]xdkxx(-K(k)) 
Aar-jar n X 
+[( " .—)x(a2+r2+z2 /2)x(-K(k))]xkx(-dKx) 
Aar-jar K X 
(3.65) 
2 _ 2 
711LCH3 = - —A0(j3,k) 
Aar 
3/111JCM3 r - ( a
2 +r 2 ) j c n . . tf . . a
2-r2 
= [ \ , ]xA0(j3,k) + — 
dx Aar' Aar (3.66) 
D/l 1 1XM3 = = [— r-
L~] xAJfi,k) + x dLamdax 
Dl\\\xuA = X 
2ar (3.67) 
DI\ 1 \xu = DI\ 1 \xu\ + DI\ 1 \xu2 + DI\ 1 \xu2 + Dl\ 1 lxw4 
r . r m ! z A-dkx)xdEx dEx^ 
Dl\ 1 lxml = — [ - + ] 
m k k (3.69) 
(3.68) 
DIUlxm2 = [ Z ( 2 a +Z /2^]x[dkxxK(k) + kxdKx] 
2™ (3.70) 
DI\ 1 ljcm = D/l 1 \xm\ + DI\ 1 \xm2 (3.71) 
— /7 Y 
D/l 1 \xd = DI\ 1 IXMI + Dl\ 1 \xu2 - Dl\ 1 1JCW3 + [— r] 
2r- (3.72) 
TV2-jar 2k njar 2kA 
+ -^—x^^xdKx]-[(-^=)x^xE(k) 
TT-slar £& TV -Jar & 
+ — j = x (—j-) x E(k) + — j = x -xdEx] 
TT-jar k 7r-Jar k 
(3 
In addition to the above, the derivatives of the coefficients, such as C, A, E 
B need to be derived as follows: 
, . 3(sinfl) y2 
d sin x = = — 
dx r 
, 3(cos#) xy . , „ , 
JCOSJC = - ~ — - = — f (3.75) 
(3.74) 
dx r 
, . 9(sin20) 2xy2 
dsm2x = = —— (3.76) 
r 
dx 
, 3(cos2 6) 2xy2 




2-^) ( 3 ? 8 ) 
dx r 
dAx = lL(d cos 2x) + (IM + mL)dscx + mM (d sin 2x) (3.79) 
dCx = 0 (3.80) 
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dEx = lL(d sin 2x) - (IM + mL)dscx + mM (d cos 2x) (3.81) 
dBx = (IN + nL)(d cosx) + (mN + nM)(d sin x) (3.82) 
(r = 0) 
DIW0x = 0; 
DIU0x = 0; 
DI\]]x/r = 0; 
Z ) F = f = 0; 
dx 
r ^ 0, r = a 
d\\0 = Dl\\0x; 
J100 = Z)/100xm; 
d\ 11 = Dl\ 1 Urn; 
/" * 0, r > a 
<j?110 = Z)/110jr; 
<JJ100 = Z)/100;EU; 
rflll = D/lllAa; 
r * 0, r < 0 
J110 = £)/110x; 
•il00 = £)/100jH?; 
<illl = £)/lllxaf; 
£)# = 2T&7IM; 
Di? 1 = (dCx - dAx) x 7(1,0,0) + (C - A) x d\ 00, 
D F 2 = ( ^ ^ - ^ 4 x ) x ( l / r ) x / ( U - l ) + ( £ " - ^ ) x [ ( - l ) x ( x / r 3 ) ] x / ( U - l ) 
DF3 = dBjcx/(l,l;0) + B x d l l 0 
DFx = DFtx(DF\-DF2-DF3) (3.83) 
3.2.4 The y derivative of the magnetic anomaly due to right circular cylinder 
Because of the symmetry of the x and y in the expressions, the y derivatives of 
the magnetic anomaly due to right circular cylinder is simply calculated by replacing x 
by y in the analytic expressions of the x derivatives, except that the y derivatives of 
the coefficients C, A, E and B are calculated as follows: 
3(sin#) _ xy 
3(cos#) _ x2 
~dy~~~73 
dsiny = ^ ^ l = . ^ (3.84) 
dcosy = ^^—- = — (3.85) 
, . „ a(sin20) 2x2y 
dsm2y = ^ - '- = f- (3.86) 
ay r 
3(cos20) 2x2y ._ „ . 
dcos2y = -±- '- = —-f- (3.87) 
ay r 
. d(sm6cos0) x(x2-y2) 
dscy = = (3.88) 
ay r 
Substituting the equations (3.84) to (3.88) for sin9,cos6,sin2 #,cos2 #,sin#cos# 
in the expressions C, A, E, B, the y derivatives of the coefficients C, A, E, B 
are derived. And substituting them for that in the expressions of the x derivatives, and 
replace the x by y , the y derivatives are derived. And after x, y and z derivatives are 
derived, the analytic signal is derived as the formula below: 
8 = |VF|| = yj{dF/dxf +{aF/dyf +{dF/dzf (3.89) 
3.3 Finite difference derivatives 
Derivatives can be calculated by using finite differences of the total magnetic field 
anomaly computed from the formulas of Singh and Sabina (1978). The vertical 
derivative of the magnetic field is obtained by computing the field at depth z + Az 
and z-Az, dividing the difference by 2Az. The x and y derivatives are calculated in 
the same way (Keating & Sailhac, 2004). We use Az = O.Olz , but sometimes, we need 
to adjust the A to fit with calculated derivatives. The grid cell is 50 x 50m. 
3.4 Comparison of the responses from two methods 
In the following section, I compare both methods for calculating the derivatives 
for 4 different synthetic models. The first model, Emerson, is for a medium depth and 
big diameter cylinder, its inclination is more than 90 and less than 180° and its 
declination is less than 90°; the second model, Presenta77, is for a medium diameter 
and shallow source, and its inclination is high, its declination is less than zero; the 
third model, Dipolel, is for deeper source, and the diameter is smaller; the fourth 
model, Verm330, is for remanent magnetization. 
3.4.1 Comparison of the responses for first model 
The responses of the two methods are from first model, Emerson. Jm - l32nT, 
Total inclination = 152° , Total declination = 64 , Depth = 63m, Radius = 170m. 
Earth Field Inclination = 74 , earth field declination = -12 . 
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Fig.3.2 Contour of the total magnetic field of first model 
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Fig.3.3 Profile at y =l 175m of the total magnetic field of first model 
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Fig.3.5 Profiles at y =1175m of the calculated vertical gradient and numerical vertical 
gradient of first model 
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Fig.3.6 Contours of the calculated horizontal x gradient and numerical horizontal x gradient 
of first model 
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Fig.3.7 Profiles at y =1175m of the calculated horizontal x gradient and numerical 
horizontal x gradient of first model 
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Fig.3.8 Contours of the calculated horizontal y gradient and numerical horizontal y gradient 
of first model 
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Fig.3.9 Profiles at y= l 175m of the calculated horizontal y gradient and numerical 
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Fig.3.10 Contours of the calculated analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of first model 
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Fig.3.11 Profiles at y =1175m of the calculated analytic signal and numerical analytic signal 
of first model 
Fig.3.3. is the profile drawn at the position y=1175m. The top profile is for the 
analytic signal calculated by the analytic method, the bottom profile is for the 
comparison of the two methods, both profiles are on the same graph, and the 
difference between the results from two methods is presented. The two profiles are 
identical as their difference is always nearing zero (the difference is about 0.0001 to 
0.0009). The shape of this profile agrees with its source position (y =117'5m) on 
figure 1, the contour of the total magnetic field for the first data. Fig.3.4 presents the 
contours of the analytic vertical derivative and the numerical vertical derivative of the 
first model. The results from the analytic method and the numerical method are also 
identical. Fig.3.5 shows the profiles of the analytic vertical gradient and the numerical 
gradient of first model drawn at the position y =1175m. The two profiles are identical; 
the difference is always nearing zero. Fig.3.6 shows the contours of the analytic 
horizontal x gradient and numerical horizontal x gradient of first set of data. Fig.3.7 
shows the profiles of the analytic horizontal x gradient and numerical horizontal x 
gradient of first model drawn at position y =1175m. The difference of results of two 
methods is nearing zero. Fig.3.8 shows the contours of the analytic horizontal y 
gradient and numerical horizontal y gradient of first data. Fig.3.9 is for the profiles of 
the analytic horizontal y gradient and numerical horizontal y gradient of first model 
drawn at the position y =1175m, the difference is zero. Fig.3.10 presents the contours 
of the analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of first model. The two figures are 
identical. Fig.3.11 shows the profiles of the analytic signal and numerical analytic 
signal of first model drawn at the position y =1175m. The two profiles are identical, 
their difference being nearing zero. 
The robustness of the calculations of the derivatives to the changes of depth is 
illustrated in Appendix C. The derivatives of depth of 80m and 100m are illustrated in 
Appendix C. The results prove that the calculations of the derivatives have the 
robustness to the changes of the depth. 
3.4,2 CoDDupaosoim off HDae respoimses for §« 
Next the algorithm is tested on the second model. The model consists of a i 
with a depth to its top of 41m, the radius of 133m, the total inclination of 83°, the total 
declination of- 38° i„„ = 22nT . 
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Fig.3.15 Profiles at y =425m of the calculated vertical derivative and numerical vertical 
derivative of second model 
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Fig.3.16 Contours of the calculated x derivative and numerical x derivative of second model 
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Fig.3.17 Profiles at y =425m of the calculated x derivative and numerical JC derivative of 
second model 
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Fig.3.18 Contours of the calculated y derivative and numerical y derivative of second 
model 
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Fig.3.21 Profiles at y =425m of the calculated analytic signal and numerical analytic signal 
of second model 
From Fig.3.12 to Fig.3.21 illustrate the second model; it can be seen that the 
results from two methods are identical. The robustness of the calculations of 
derivatives to changes of radius of cylinder is illustrated in Annex D. The derivatives 
of this model for the radius of 200m and of 300m are illustrated in Annex D. The 
results show that this algorithm of derivatives is robust to the changes of the radius of 
the cylinder. 
3.4.3 Comparison of the responses for third model 
We now compare the responses of the two methods for the third model. It consists of a 
cylinder with JlM = 3.33nT , Total inclination = 152 ,Total declination = -12 , 
Depth = 99m, Radius = 80m. 
Earth Field Inclination = 1'4 , earth field declination = —12 . 
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Fig.3.22 Contour of the total magnetic field of third model 
Fig.3.23 Profile at y =800m of the total magnetic field of third model 
Figure 3.22 to 3.31 shows the contours and profiles of total magnetic field and 
gradients and analytic signal derived from the analytic method and numerical method. 
The results from the two methods are identical because of the difference of zero of 
two profiles. 
The robustness of the calculations of the derivatives to changes of inclination is 
shown in Annex E. The results of the calculations of the derivatives of total 
inclination of 40° and of 30° are illustrated. It can be seen that the results from two 
methods are still identical with the change of the total inclination, even with a big 
change of total inclination from total inclination of 152° to 30°. That means this 
algorithm is very stable to the change of the total inclination. 
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Fig.3.25 Profiles at y =800m of the calculated vertical derivative and numerical vertical 
derivative of third model 
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Fig.3.27 Profiles at j=800m of the calculated x derivative and numerical x derivative of 
third model 
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Fig.3.28 Contours of the calculated y derivative and numerical y derivative of third model 
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Fig.3.29 Profiles at y =800m of the calculated y derivative and numerical y derivative of 
third model 
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Fig.3.31 Profiles at y =800m of the calculated analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of 
third model 
3.4.4 Comparison of the responses for fourth model 
The fourth model with remanent magnetization is tested. It is a cylinder with 
Depth=58m, radius=101m, total inclination=-5° , total declination=- 6°, remanent 
inclination= -43° , remanent declination= 2°, Jm =33nT Q= 1.576. 
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Fig.3.32 Contour of total magnetic field of fourth model 
Figure3.32 to 3.41 shows the last model to be tested with remanent magnetization. 
The results from the two methods are the same, the difference of two profiles being 
zero; the profiles agree well with its source position (y =425m) on the corresponding 
contours. Annex F presents robustness of this calculation of the derivatives relative to 
the change of the remanent magnetization inclination. Figure F.l to F.10 show the 
contours and profiles for a remanent inclination of -30° while Figure F.ll to F.20 
show the contours and profiles for a remanent inclination of -10°. The figures show 
that the pattern of total magnetic field is almost insensitive to the changes of remanent 
magnetization inclination from -43° to -30° to-10°. For the vertical gradients, the 
patterns are almost the same, and the values show minimal variations. For horizontal 
gradients, there is a little increase for x gradients which results in an increase to the 
amplitude of analytic signal. The results from the analytic method and that from the 
numerical method are almost same. 
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Fig.3.33 Profile at y =425m of total magnetic field of forth model 
The results show that the results from the two methods are identical, that means 
the derivatives of the magnetic anomaly due to a vertical right circular with arbitrary 
polarization cylinder in the presence of remanent magnetization are also calculated 
successfully. The robustness of this calculation is also illustrated in Annex F. the 
results of the derivatives of the remanent inclination of -30° and of -10° are 
illustrated there. The results from two methods are always identical with the change of 
the remanent inclination. They show that it is robust to the change of remanent 
inclination. 
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Fig.3.34 Contours of calculated vertical derivative and numerical vertical derivative of forth 
model 
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Fig.3.35 Profiles at y =425m of calculated vertical derivative and numerical vertical 
derivative of forth model 
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Fig.3.36 Contours of calculated x derivative and numerical x derivative of forth model 
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Fig.3.39 Profiles at y =425m of calculated y derivative and numerical y derivative of forth 
model 
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Fig.3.41 Profiles of y =425 ra of calculated analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of 
3.5 Conclusion 
The calculation of the gradients and the analytic signal for magnetic anomalies 
due to the vertical cylinder is calculated successfully by the two methods, the analytic 
and the numerical methods. Their accuracies are evaluated by the sensibilities testing. 
I compared the speed for the two methods, for the vertical derivative, the method 
of analytical derivative is faster than that of finite difference, and for the horizontal 
derivative, the later method is faster. As for the accuracy, the analytic derivative is 
superior, because for the method of finite difference, the size of A affects the results, 
for example, the vertical derivative of the magnetic field is obtained by computing the 
field at depth z + Az and z-Az, dividing the difference by 2Az, I changed the value 
of Az , the results of the z derivative is changed. The changes of Ac and Av also 
affect the accuracy of x, y derivatives. The analytic derivative is stable. The analytic 
derivative is preferred for computation of the analytic signal and its derivatives. And 
the most important point is that I completed the task of computation of the vertical and 
the two horizontal derivatives of the magnetic field to construct the mathematical 
model for analytic signal inversion. 
Chapter 4 Inversion of the magnetic field 
4.1 Introduction of the magnetic field inversion 
In the preceding chapter, I completed the calculations of the analytic expressions 
of x, y and z derivatives and of the analytic signal. These analytic expressions will 
be used for computing the Jacobian matrix needed in the inversion of the total 
magnetic field and in the direct problem for the analytic signal inversion. I now 
proceed to implement the inversion of the magnetic field, to develop an algorithm that 
inverts the magnetic data to recover the properties of the earth magnetic field and the 
geometry of the causative body. In this chapter, I introduce the originality of the 
problem and the methodology used to resolve the problem, the results from various 
tests will be illustrated. 
Inversion is an automatic numerical procedure that constructs a model of 
subsurface geology from measured magnetic data and other information, under the 
condition that the input data are reproduced within a given error tolerance (Nabighian 
et al., 2005). The inversion of magnetic field data has been proposed for the 
estimation of the basement relief, to interpret dike (2D), rectangular prism (3D) and 
vertical cylinder. Pilkington and Crossley (1986) inverted magnetic anomalies to 
estimate basement relief by applying linear inverse theory and Parker's (1972) 
forward calculation technique. Pustisek (1990) developed a direct procedure to invert 
for the magnetic basement. For isolated anomalies, the models of the dike (2D) and 
the rectangular prism (3D) have been used (Whitehill, 1973; Ballantyne, 1980; 
Bhattacharyya, 1980; Silva and Hohmann, 1983; Zeyen and Pous, 1991). Causative 
bodies are usually represented as polygonal bodies in 2D or polyhedral bodies in 3D 
(Pedersen, 1979; Wang and Hansen, 1990). Most of these methods assume that the 
magnetization direction is known. As a result, their application is limited when strong 
remanent magnetization alters the total magnetization direction. To overcome this 
difficulty, Chemam (2006) implemented a 3D inversion with the model of cylinder 
given by Singh and Sabina (1978).Here, not only the remanent magnetization is taken 
into account, but also the pipe like model that mimics the reality. 
4.2 The problem 
Before introducing the inversion of the magnetic field, it is necessary to introduce 
the work of Chemam (2006). Using the model of cylinder given by Singh and Sabina 
(1978), Chemam proposed a parametric inversion of the magnetic field caused by a 
vertical cylinder. This method was aimed at interpreting magnetic data in diamond 
prospecting context. His most important contribution is the evaluation of the direction 
of the magnetization by the method of magnetic moment obtained by the integration 
of the field components. The inversion requires knowing the magnetization direction. 
Using the wrong magnetization direction produces erroneous inversion results. So the 
evaluation of the magnetization direction is a very important prerequisite for the 
inversion to be successful. Secondly, he introduced methods for deriving the initial 
values of the parameters for the inversion, including the estimation of the direction of 
the remanent magnetization, the geometric parameters, such as the depth of the 
cylinder, the diameter of the cylinder, the intensity of the magnetization and the 
coordinates of the centre of the cylinder. Thirdly, the inversion of remanent 
magnetization has been implemented to separate the remanent magnetization from the 
total magnetization. 
Yet, there remain problems to be solved in order to improve the magnetic 
parametric inversion of the anomaly due to the vertical right circular cylinder with 
arbitrary polarization. First of all, the inversion for the remanent magnetization is 
sometimes unstable. This is because the estimation of the direction of the remanent 
magnetization can be erroneous, which leads to erroneous estimation of geometric 
parameters. Secondly, the Jacobin matrix in the inversion of magnetic field given by 
Chemam is calculated by finite difference derivatives. The precision of the calculation 
of the Jacobian matrix is the key factor to obtain accurate inversion results. In the 
following inversion, it is replaced by the analytic derivatives to increase the stability. 
4.3 The solutions 
4.3.1 The relationship between the total magnetization intensity and the 
remanent magnetization. 
The relationship between the induced magnetization intensity J. the remanent 
magnetization intensity Jr and the total magnetization is a key factor to obtain stable 
results from the inversion. I derive the formulation of the relationship between the 
induced magnetization intensity and the remanent magnetization to replace that used 





Fig.4.1 Relationship between the induced magnetization intensity 7, and remanent 
magnetization intensity 7r 
Jr=JtQ (4.1) 
Jx = 7, cos / cos D + Jr cos Ir cos Dr (4.2) 
7 = 7, cos / sin D + Jr cos lr sin Dr (4.3) 
Jz = 7, sin I + Jr sin Ir (4.4) 
Jl,=J*+J2y+J2z (4-5) 
Substitute equation 4.1 into 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, after substitute equation 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 
into the equation 4.5, the equation 4.6 is derived: 
J? I Jl, = 1 /[l + Q2 + 2Q(a + b + c)] (4.6) 
Included: 
a = sin/sin/ r (4.7) 
b = cosIcosDcosIrcosDr (4.8) 
c = cos/sinDcos/ r sinDr (4.9) 
4.3.2 The explicit derivatives to replace numerical derivatives in the calculation 
of the jacobian matrix. 
I completed the calculation of the explicit x, y and z derivative of the anomaly due 
to the vertical right circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization, so numerical 
derivatives are replaced by analytic derivatives to increase the stability of the 
inversion and its precision. 
4.4 Levenberg -marquardt method 
4.4.1 Description of levenberg -marquardt method 
Most of the problems in geophysics are ill-posed inverse problems. The 
Levenberg-Marquardt method is one of the popular methods for ill-posed inverse 
problems (Marquardt 1963; Morrison 1960). In order to give a description of the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method clearly, the general notation for inversion should be 
given: 
The M data values d],d2,...,dM corresponding to M sample points, or instrument 
readings, are written as the vector 
d = (d],d2,...dM)
T. (4.10) 
the models are determined by N free parameters, which we write as the vector, 
m = (m],m2,...mN)
T. (4.11) 
the magnetic field intensity is generated by forward modeling for each setting of m . 
This is denoted as a vector function by 
F(m) = (Fx(m),F2(m),...,FM(m))
T. (4.12) 
Here, F. (m) is the value predicted by the model, and corresponds to the 
observation di, the inverse problem determines values of m such that F(m) matches 
rf(Jupp, 1975). 
Using the first order of Taylor's expansion to develop F(m) , we write: 
< - F , ( m ) = Y ^ p ^ A m + e , i = l,2,...,M (4.13) 
Amj =m. -m°j (4.14) 
m°j is the initial value of the parameters of the models. 
In matrix form 
£ = AAm + e (4.15) 
we call e the error vector, A the Jacobian matrix. 
Given the equation: 
e = £-AAm (4.16) 
the Marquardt method is usually defined operationally as the solution that 
minimizes eTe + AAmTAm 
A is called the damping parameter, used to control the size and direction of the 
step Am during the iteration (Marquardt, 1963). 
Now, we define: 
0 = eTe + AAmTAm (4.17) 
substitute equation (4.16) into equation (4.17) 
we get: 
0 = (AAm-£)T(AAm-£) + AAmTAm (4.18) 
minimization of <b, given dV T = 0, leads to : 
' ' C> /dm ' 
Am = (ATA + Xl)~iAT£ (4.19) 
4.4.2 Forward modeling 
The first inversion is for deriving the geometric parameters such as the depth of 
the cylinder, the diameter of the cylinder etc. The functions are: 
F\ = f(x,y,h,a,Jl<„,lm,Dm,x0,y0) (4.20) 
F2 = f(x,y,h + th,J,<ll,Im,Dm,x0,y0) (4.21) 
F = Fl-F2 (4.22) 
F\ and F2 are given by Singh and Sabina (1978), A17 and A18 are all the 
mathematical model for semi-infinite cylinder, their depths are h and h+th separately. 
(Im,Dm) is the inclination and declination of the total magnetization, 7„„ is the total 
magnetization intensity, x, y are the coordinates of the observation, h is the depth, a is 
The radius of the cylinder, (x0, y0) is the center position of the cylinder, th is the 
thickness of the cylinder. 
The second inversion is for the separation of the remanent magnetization from 
total magnetization. The parameters relating to remanent magnetization such as the 
Koenigsberger ratio (Q), the induced magnetization (7,), the remanent inclination 
(lrem) and the remanent declination (Drem) are substituted for the total magnetization 
(7,„,), total inclination (Im) and total declination (£>m) to derive the mathematical 
model for remanent magnetization inversion as follow: 
Fl = f(x,y,h,a,7,,Irem,Drem,x0,y0) (4.23) 
F2 = f(x,y,h + th,a,7,.,Irem,Drem,x0,yQ) (4.24) 
F = F\ - F2 (4.25) 
x, y are coordinates of the observations, h is depth of the cylinder, a is diameter of 
the cylinder, th is thick of the cylinder, 7, is the induced magnetization, Irem is 
inclination of the remanent magnetization, Drem is declination of remanent 
magnetization, x0, y0 are coordinates of the centre of the cylinder. 
4.4.3 The calculation of the jacobian matrix 
The Jacobian matrix is a MxN sensitivity matrix. The number of row (M) is the 
number of observation data, while the number of the column (N) is the number of 
parameters. 
For the inversion without remanent magnetization, we need to calculate the following 
J . . u T u . . dF dF dF dF dF dF dF dF 
derivatives to construct the Jacobian matrix: — , ——, , - — , ——, , ——,-—, 
dh da dJto, dlm dDm dx0 dy0 dth 
where 
(lm , Dm) is the inclination and declination of the total magnetization, the JMI is the 
total magnetization intensity, h is the depth, a is radius of the cylinder, (JC0 , j 0 ) is the 
position of the cylinder. 
dF dF dF 
The term —— is equal to — , which is given in the Chapter 3. —— is derived in 
oh dz da 
dF dF dF dF 
Appendix B. and - — are derived by Chemam (Chemam, 2006). -— is 
dJ,.„ dl dD„ dx„ 
tot m 
dF dF dF dF dF 
equal to - ——, -— is equal to - —— and ——, —— have been denved in the Chapter 
dx dy0 dy dx dy 
dF 
3. The is derived by finite difference, see section 3.2. 
dth 
For the inversion with remanent magnetization, we need to 
dF dF df? dF 
calculate , , , — , by finite difference. Where J, is the intensity of the 
a/, a/rem dD^ dQ 
induced magnetization, Irem is the inclination of the remanent magnetization, Drem is 
the declination of the remanent magnetization, Q and is the Koenigsberger ration. 
4.4.4 The evaluation of initial values 
The problem of initial values is resolved by Chemam (2006)'s initial values 
determination technique. The initial values evaluated by his technique are always 
close to the true values. The tests are showed in his thesis. The initial inclination and 
declination of the remanent magnetization are estimated from the total inclination and 
declination, the total inclination and declination are calculated by the method of 
magnetic moment (Mikov, 1962). The initial values of the depth and diameter of the 
cylinder are calculated by the relationship between the derivatives of maximum of 1' 
amplitude of the analytical signal of 1' anomaly RTP in the center of the pipe, and the 
coordinates of the center of the cylinder are obtained maximum of the amplitude of 
the analytic signal of the reduction to pole of the magnetic anomaly due to the right 
vertical cylinder with arbitrary polarization. The entire job was implemented by 
Chemam (2006). 
4.4.5 The inversion technique 
An outline of the Levenberg-Maquardt inversion method is described in the flow 
diagram 4.1 and the flow diagram 4.2. Firstly, the forward model of the inversion is 
implemented by formula 3.1; I call this inversion the inversion -1 . The initial values 
for the parameters need to be estimated, and then, the initial model response F™'y) is 
calculated. We get SF , the difference between the initial model response and the 
observations and the root-mean-squares ( rms ) error criterion is calculated. The 
Jacobin matrix is then calculated. With the formula (4.19), the parameter changes 
from the initial responses estimates are determined, so that we get the new parameters 
which are then used to compute a new model response estimates. With the new model 
response, we start the second iteration of inversion. At each stage, the root-mean-
squares (rms) error between the model response and observation values is monitored. 
With the changes of the rms, the damping factor X is modified automatically; when 
rms is decreased, X is decreased to 10%/2, when rms is increased, X is increased 
tolO/l. The inversion is terminated whenever the number of iteration equals the 
specified value. 
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The second inversion is followed. Its forward model is implemented by formula 
3.2. I call it inversion-2. The technique for the inversion-2 is same as the first 
inversion, only the elements of the parameter vector are changed. 
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Flow Diagram 4.1: flow diagram for magnetic field inversion without remanent 
magnetization of the Levenberg- Maquardt (Inversion-1) 
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Flow Diagram 4.2: flow diagram for magnetic field inversion with remanent magnetization 
using Maquardt-Levenberg (Inversion-2) 
4.6 The convergence 
The convergence of successive iterations is monitored by the following root-
mean-squares (rms) error criterion: 
where, N is the number of the data observations. The iteration procedure is terminated 
when the rms is smaller than the required value or when the number of iterations 
reached. 
4.7 Tests for the magnetic inversion 
The tests include two parts, the first part is tests for the magnetic inversion in 
absence of remanent magnetization and the second part is tests for the magnetic 
inversion in presence of remanent magnetization. 
4.7.1 Tests for the magnetic inversion in absence of remanent magnetization 
The tests for the magnetic inversion in absence of remanent magnetization include 
two sections; first section is the validation with models for the magnetic inversion in 
absence of remanent magnetization. In this section, the method of calculation of the 
initial values of Chemam (2006) is used to derive the initial values to start the 
inversion. Generally speaking, the initial values of Chemam are close to the solutions, 
so the second section, the robustness of the magnetic inversion in absence of remanent 
magnetization to initial values, is added to figure out the results of the inversion with 
initial values further from the solutions. 
4.7.1.1 The validation with models for the magnetic inversion in absence of 
remanent magnetization 
Here I give some results of some tests using the synthetic data generated by 
Potent, a modeling program of Geophysical Software Solution (G.S.S) in Australia. In 
the next figures the values for each parameter of the model are listed at left side, the 
results are listed at right side; in the parenthesis are the initial values. I used the grid 
dimension of 750 x 750m , 1000 x 1000m, 1500 x 1500m. The cell size is 25 x 25m. And 
I changed the values for each parameter to estimate the change relative to the change 
in the parameter. 
I tested several models to estimate the tendency of the changes of the results of the 
inversion; here I select a few examples to illustrate the results of the inversion. Three 
examples are selected; they are listed in the table 4.1. In. is the abbreviation of the 
inclination of the earth magnetic field, De. is the abbreviation of the declination of the 
earth magnetic field, Dep. is the abbreviation of the depth of the cylinder, Dia. is the 
abbreviation of the diameter of the cylinder, Th. is the abbreviation of thickness of the 
cylinder, MSu. is the abbreviation of magnetic susceptibility. For the model Defang2, 
Defang5, the earth field is 55278nT, for the model Atestml, the earth field is 
57170nT. 














































































The inclination and declination are taken parts in the inversion; the reason is that 
we need to know these values when there is remanent magnetization. The model 
Defang2 is used to test the model with high inclination, the model Defang5 is used to 
test the validation of the algorithm used to the model with low inclination. Changing 
of the declination is not giving the big vibration of the results of the inversion. The 
model Atestml is for testing the deeper source. 
Total Field Anomaly TFA lnversion-1 / TMF Rms = 0.0087983 
3D Motel DEffanig2 : 
o Depth = 50m 
o Diameter = 160m 
Incl-. . = 69u 
° Decl-ter = 12 
o Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 S I 
o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
o Depth Extension = 200m 
Results i f ItiweisGon : 
o Depth = 50(50)m 
o Diameter = 160(157)m 
o lncl.taJt = 69°(66
0) 
o Decl.„ = 12°(12°) 
o Magnetic Suscept.= 0.010011 S1 
o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
o Depth Extension = 200(200)m 
Fig.4.2 Model Defang2: Geomagnetic field intensity: 55278nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 69 , declination of geomagnetic field : 12 , depth of the 
cylinder:50m, diameter of the model : 160, height: 200m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
On the image, 
inversion, in tfa 
obtain the ini s are given 
mn is 
the initi 
the model; the right column is results of the 
values for the inversion. The 
Chemam (2006). They are 
declination of the earth field are 
in uie 
we do not know if there is the remanent magnetization in the magnetic data, if there is 
remanent magnetization we do not know the inclination and declination. 
Total Field Anomaly TFA lnversion-1 / TMF Rms = 0.046189 
3D Model Defang5 : 
• Depth = 50m 
• Diameter = 160m 
Decl.,er = 12
u 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.C1 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
' Depth Extension = 200m 
600 
Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 50(48)m 
• Diameter =160(157)m 
. lncl-,ot = 30
o(31°) 
. Decl.tot=12°(13°) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0098978 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 202(202)m 
Fig.4.3 Model Defang5: Geomagnetic field intensity: 55278nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 30° , declination of geomagnetic field : 12° , depth of the 
cylinder:50m, diameter of the model: 160, height: 200m,magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Comparing Fig.4.2 and Fig.4.3, the inclination of geomagnetic field changes from 
69° to 30°, the results are stable. That means, no matter the inclination is higher, or is 
lower; the results of magnetic inversion are stable. 
Total Field Anomaly TFA Inversion / TMF Rms = 0.019439 
3D Model Atestml : 
• Depth = 100m 
• Diameter = 160m 
• Incl- l e r = 74 
• Decl-,er = -12° 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.C1 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 300m 
Results of Inversion : 
. Depth = 100 (96)m 
• Diameter = 1B1(157)m 




• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0097832 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 302(304)m 
Fig.4.4 Model Atestml: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74° , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° , depth of the 
cylinder: 100m, diameter of the model: 160,height: 300m,magnetic susceptibility :0.01 SI. 
Comparing Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.4, the declination of the model changes from 
12°to-12°, and the depth and diameter of the model are changed; the results of the 
inversion are stable. 
4.7.1.2 Robustness of the magnetic inversion in absence of remanent 
magnetization to initial values 
The accuracy and the stability of the inversion are related with the initials values. 
The closer, the initial values and the parameters of the model are, the more accurate, 
the results of the inversion are. If the differences between the initial values and the 
parameters of the model are bigger, the results of the inversion are supposed to be in 
error. In this inversion algorithm, the methods of calculation of the initials are given 
by Chemam (2006). Generally speaking, the differences between the initial values 
calculated by Chemam's method and the parameters of the model are close to the 
solutions. Even though, I now test the robustness of the calculation to the initials to 
the parameters, such as depth, diameter, inclination, declination, and depth extension, 
I take the model Defang2 as an example, and the results of the tests are illustrated in 
the table below: 














































































































































For the model Defang2: the depth is 50m, the diameter is 160m, the inclination 
69°, the declination is 12° and the depth extent is 200. IC is the abbreviation for the 
initials values calculated. II is for the change of depth to 40m, 10m less than that 
calculated; 12 is for the change of depth to 60m, 10m more than that calculated; 13 is 
for the change of diameter to 140m, 17m less than that calculated; 14 is for the change 
of diameter to 180m, 23m more than that calculated; 15 is for the change of inclination 
to 50°, 16 less than that calculated; 16 is for the change of inclination to 80°, 
14"more than that calculated; 17 is for the change of declination to 8 °, 4° less than that 
calculated; 18 is for the change of declination to 28°, 16° more than that calculated; 19 
is for the change of depth extent to 150m, 50m less than that calculated; 110 is for the 
change of depth extent to 250m, 50m more than that calculated. In table 4.2, the 
results of the tests of the robustness to the initial values are illustrated. From II to 15, 
there are not any changes of the results with the changes of the initial values, 18 and 
19; we have a little changed about diameters and depth extension, 19 and 110 no 
changes. It can be seen that the robustness of the algorithm of the magnetic field 
inversion in absence of remanent magnetization to initial values is good. 
4.7.2 Tests for the magnetic inversion in presence of remanent magnetization 
4.7.2.1 The validation with models for the magnetic inversion in presence of 
remanent magnetization 
The examples below are for the inversion with remanent magnetization. Five 
models were tested. First of all, Vjinalllt6 was tested for a low inclination of the 
remanent magnetization; secondly, the model AteRl was tested for a high inclination 
of the remanent magnetization, thirdly, the model Vjinalllt215nl was tested for 
negative remanent magnetization, fourthly, the model Vjinalllt21116 was tested for 
bigger depth of the cylinder, the bigger diameter of the cylinder and the bigger depth 
extension, at last, a special model was tested, the depth of this model is 150m, it is 
very deeper, its diameter is not bigger, and its depth extension is not bigger. The 
models and the results of the inversion are given in the table 4.3. The model of right 
vertical cylinder with oval cross-section is also tested and listed in table 4.3. After 
that, the model with the addition of noise was tested to estimate the robustness of the 
inversion in the presence of noise. 
In the parenthesis are the parameters of the model on the image. The initial values 
calculated are listed. 
Table 4.3 Results of the tests with models with remanent magnetization 


















































































































































The Dep. is abbreviation of depth, Dia. is abbreviation of diameter. Inr. is 
abbreviation of inclination of remanent magnetization. Der. is abbreviation of 
declination of remanent magnetization. Th. is thickness of the cylinder. For the model 
Babneq, its cross-section is oval, it long axis is 160m while it short axis is 120m. The 
images for each model are illustrated below: 




0 200 400 600 
Inversion-ll / RMN Rms = 0.036105 
200 400 600 
Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 60(60)m 
• Diameter = 160(160)m 
• Depth Extension = 300(300)m 
• Incl-i '-ARM " 1 C1 ) 
Decl ARM = 30°(30°; 
> Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
f Magnetic Suscept. 0.0098988(0.01) SI 
0 200 400 600 
Fig.4.5 Model Vjinalllt6: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74°, declination of geomagnetic field : —12°, depth of the cylinder: 
60m, diameter of the model : 160, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility: 0.01 SI. 
Inclination of remanent magnetization: 1°, declination of the remanent magnetization: 
30 , position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger ratio parameter Q: 5 
Initial Parameters of Model Vjina111t6 : 
• Depth = 58m • Diameter = 158m 
• Depth Extension = 302m • Incl-^,,,, = 6° 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 
Magnetic Suscept. 0.009854 SI 
Decl-ARH = 32° 375) 
In this model, the parameters of model are shown in parentheses, and the initial 
values are derived above, the results of the inversion are very precise. 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
. Depth = 60(60)m 
• Diameter = 200(200)m 
. Depth Extension = 301 (300)m 
• Incl-ARN = 70°(70°) 
Decl-, ARM -28°(-30°) 
> Coord, of centre: (500,500) 
'Magnetic Suscept. 0.0099842(0.01)SI 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 
Fig.4.6 Model AteRl: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of geomagnetic 
field : 74° , declination of geomagnetic field : - 1 2 ° , depth of the cylinder:60m, 
diameter of the model: 200, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. Inclination of 
remanent magnetization: 70° , declination of the remanent magnetization: —30 , 
position of the center of the cylinder: (500,500), konigsberger ratio parameter Q:5 
Initial Parameters of Model AteRl : 
• Depth = 57m • Diameter = 196m 
• Depth Extension = 303m 
• Dec|.ARH = -32° 
Magnetic Suscept. 0.0099744 SI 
lnclADH = 74° 
Coord, of centre: (500, 500) 
Comparing Fig.4.5 and Fig.4.6, the declination changes from 30° to - 30° , the 
inclination changes from l°to 70° and the diameter changes from 160m to 200m, the 
results are stable. 
2000 
Total Field Anomaly TFA lnversion-1 / TMF Rms = 0.034043 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 





Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 80(80)m 
• Diameter = 300 (300) m 
• Depth Extension = 600(600)m 
Incl ARM = 210° (210°) 
> Decl-flRM = 30 (30 ) 
. Coord, of centre: (1050, 1050) 
' Magnetic Suscept. 0.0098929(0.01) SI 
500 1000 1500 2000 
Fig.4.7 Model Vjinalllt21116: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° , depth of the 
cylinder:80m, diameter of the model : 300, height: 600m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Inclination of remanent magnetization: 210 , declination of the remanent magnetization: 
30°, position of the center of the cylinder: (1050,1050), konigsberger ratio parameter 
Q:5 
Initial Parameters of Model Vjinal 11t21116 : 
• Depth = 82m • Diameter = 304m 
• Depth Extension = 598m • l n c l ARH
 = 2 0 5 ° 
• Coord, of centre: (1050, 1050) 
* Magnetic Suscept. 0.0097978 SI 
Comparing the Fig 4.6 and the Fig 4.7, the depth is increased from 60m to 80m, 
the diameter is increased from 200m to 300m, the thickness of the cylinder is 
increased from 300m to 600m, and the remanent magnetization is negative, the grid 
dimension is increased from 1000m to 2000m, the results of the inversion are stable 
and precise. 
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200 400 600 
Results Inversion 3D: 
• Depth = 80(80)m 
• Diameter = 200(200)m 
• Depth Extension = 299(300)m 
• lnclARM = 250°(250°) 
. DeclAro l = -30
o(-30°) 







' Magnetic Suscept. 0.010051(0.01) SI 
Fig.4.8 Model Vjinalllt215nl: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : —12 , depth of the 
cylinder:80m, diameter of the model : 200, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Inclination of remanent magnetization: 250°, declination of the remanent magnetization: 
— 30°, position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger ratio parameter 
Q:5 
Initial Parameters of Model Vjina111t215n1 : 
• Depth = 77m • Diameter = 195m 
• Depth Extension = 303m lnclARH = 254° 
DeclARM = -3 7° 
Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
Magnetic Suscept. 0.010014 SI 
Fig 4.8 show the case of a negative remanent magnetization, generally, the 
inclination of the remanent magnetization in Canada is about 60° - 70°, and the 
direction of this model is antiparallel direction. The results of inversion are stable and 
precise too. 
Fig.4.9 Model Geomtest3: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74° , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° , depth of the 
cylinder: 150m, diameter of the model : 160, height: 200m,magnetic susceptibility:0.01 
SI. Inclination of remanent magnetization: 65 , declination of the remanent 
magnetization: -15° , position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger 
ratio parameter Q:2 
Initial Parameters of Model Geomtest3 : 
• Depth = 127m • Diameter = 166m 
• Depth Extension = 253m • 'nc''ARH = ^ 
" Decl'ARH = _18° # Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Magnetic Suscept. 0.0033711 SI 
With the increase of the depth of the cylinder, the result of the depth and the 
diameter are getting biased from the real values. 
4.7.2.2 The robustness of the magnetic inversion in presence of remanent 
magnetization to initial values 
For the sensibilities tests with initial values for magnetic inversion with remanent 
magnetization, I selected the model Vjinalllt6 (Modell) and Vjinalllt3 (Model2) to 
figure out the results of the inversion with the changes of parameters (Table 4.4). 

































































































































































































IC is the test where the initial values are calculated by chemam's technique, for 
test II of model 1, the initial value of depth is changed to 50m; for test 12, the initial 
value is increased to 70m; for test 13, the initial value of diameter is decreased to 
151m; for test 14, the initial value of diameter is increased to 170m; for test 15, the 
initial value of inclination is 12°; for test 16, the initial value of inclination is -12°; for 
test 17, the initial value of declination is 20°; for test 18, the initial value of declination 
is changed to 40°; for test 19, the initial value of thickness of cylinder is decreased to 
250m; for test 110, the initial value of thickness of cylinder is increased to 350m. IC1 
is the test of the model2 where the initial values are calculated by chemam's 
technique. II1 is the test where the initial value of depth is 80m (increase of 20m); 112 
is the test where the initial value of inclination is 80° (increase of 50°); I l ia is a test 
where all of the parameters are decreased to 50%; II2a is a test where all of the 
parameters are increased to 200%. From the results of the testing, we see that when 
the initial values are changed closely to the true values, the results are stable. When 
the initial values are far from the true values, the results are less accurate. When all of 
the initial values are far from the true values, the results of the inversion are more 
inaccurate. 
4.7.3 Tests for addition of noise 
In this section, I will test the robustness of magnetic field inversion with the 
method Levenberg-Marquardt; the models to be tested are illustrated in the table 4.5 
below: 
Table 4.5 Model of the inversion with remanent magnetization with addition of noise 
TQ =57170nT, i0 = 74°, D0 = -12 













































The results show that the noise affects the precision of the inversion, and the 
stability of the inversion is also affected by the addition of noise. The depth of the 
cylinder of the model is 60m, see to figure 4.10, while the result for it is 62m, see to 
figure 4.11; the diameter of the cylinder of the model is 160m while the result for it is 
159, though the error is relatively small. When the noise is added to 5nT, the results of 
magnetic inversion are less accurate, especially for the geometry. I added the noise to 
lOnT, the results of direction of magnetization are less affected, and the results of 
magnetic inversion in related to the geometry are more affected. 
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0 200 400 600 
Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 62(60)m 
• Diameter = 159(160)m 
• Depth Extension = 288(300)m 
• Incl-ARN = 30°(30°) 
• DeclARH = 30°(30°) 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Magnetic Suscept. 0.010337(0.01) SI 
Fig.4.10.1 Model Vjinalllt3: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° , depth of the 
cylinder:60m, diameter of the model : 160, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Inclination of remanent magnetization: 30°, declination of the remanent magnetization: 
30°, position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger ratio parameter Q:5 
addition of random noise: 2nT 
Initial Parameters of Model Vjina111t3 With 2nT Noise : 
• Depth = 40m e Diameter = 156rn 
• Depth Extension = 340m • incl- = 32° 
.Dec|. f l R | ) = 32° 
• Magnetic Suscept. 0.0096509 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375 375) 
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Inversion-I / VAT Rms = 0.036445 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 60(60)m 
• Diameter = 160(160)m 
• Depth Extension = 300(300)m 
• Incl ARH = 30°(30°) 
. DeclARH = 30°(30°) 
» Coord of centre: (375, 375) 
'Magnetic Suscept. 0.009957(0.01) SI 
Fig.4.11.2 Model Vjinal 1 lt3, no addition of noise 
Initial Parameters of Model Vjina111t3 : 
• Depth = 59m • Diameter = 153m 
• Depth Extension = 321 m lnc|.flRH = 32° 
• D e c | -ARH = 3 2° 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
* Magnetic Suscept. 0.0099472 SI 
4.8 Discussion and conclusions 
4.8.1 Discussion 
Several models have been tested to validate the algorithm. For the models without 
remanent magnetization, the tested models are Defang2 for high inclination of the 
induced magnetization, the model Defang5 for a low inclination, and model Atestml 
for a deeper magnetic body. The results of the inversion are precise and they are not 
change with the changes of the initial values within a given range. For the models 
with remanent magnetization, the tested models are Vjinalllt6, AteRl, 
Vjinalllt215nl, Vjinalllt21116, and Geomtest3. From the table 4.3 and figure 4.5-
figure4.9, we see that the results for models Vjinal l l t6 for a low inclination of 
remanent magnetization, Vjinal llt215nl for a negative remanent magnetization, 
Vjinal llt21116 for a deeper body with bigger diameter are very precise except the 
model AteRl for a high inclination of the remanent magnetization, that is not so 
precise, the result of the declination of the remanent magnetization is -28 °, the model 
is -30°. 
The model of right vertical cylinder with oval cross-section, Babneq was tested. 
The depth of the model is 60m, the long axis of oval cross-section is 160m, the short 
axis of oval cross-section is 120m, and the depth extension is 300m. The direction of 
the remanent magnetization is 30° inclination and declination. The magnetic 
susceptibility is 0.01 SI. And the position of cylinder is (375m, 375m). The results of 
the magnetic inversion are close the true values. 
The sensibility of the algorithm to the changes of the initial values was tested for 
the model with remanent magnetization. The results are not changed with the changes 
of the initial values, but when the initial values are changed a lot, the results of the 
inversion are erroneous. For example, in the table 4.4, the model Vjinalllt3, 111, the 
initial value of the depth is 80m (60m of the model); the result of the inversion of 
depth is 63m, 3m more than the depth of the model (60m), the result of the inversion 
of diameter is 156m, 4m less than that of the model (160m). For 112, the initial value 
of the inclination of remanent magnetization is 80° (30° of the model); the result of the 
inversion of inclination is 26 °, 4 ° less than that of the model, the results of the 
declination of the remanent magnetization is 32 °, 2 ° more than that of the model. 
Especially for the tests where all of the parameters are changed far away from the true 
values, the results of magnetic inversion are affected a lot. 
The results of the inversion in presence of the noise are evaluated by the addition 
of noise. They are listed in the table 4.6. From this, we could see that the addition of 
the noise affects the results of the inversion in contrast to that of the inversion without 
addition of the noise, especially for the results related to the geometry. 
With the increase of the depth of the cylinder, the results of the inversion are 
biased, such as the model Geomtest3, the depth of the model is 150m, the diameter of 
the model is 160m, the result of the depth is 141m, and the result of the diameter is 
174m. 
4.8.2 Conclusions 
From these results, we conclude that, in most of the cases, whether the inversion is 
with or without remanent magnetization, the stability and the precision of the results 
are better. But the problem has not yet solved totally. Sometimes, the results of the 
magnetic inversion are not stable; as for the precision of the results of the magnetic 
inversion, it is not perfect. For example, if the depth of the target is too deep, the 
results of the inversion are not precise enough. The noise affects the results of the 
inversion, and for the inversion of remanent magnetization, the results are in error 
with higher inclination of the remanent magnetization. The results of the inversion are 
affected by the initial values, if the initial values are too far from the true solution; the 
results of the inversion are also not accurate. 
Chapter 5 Inversion of the analytic signal 
5.1 Introduction of the analytic signal 
In the preceding chapter, the magnetic field inversion has been implemented and 
tested successfully; the precision and stability of the inversion is improved. But we 
still have a few problems to be resolved. Firstly, for the remanent inversion, a high 
inclination of the remanent magnetization causes erroneous results. Secondly, the 
initial values affect the results of the inversion. Thirdly, the noise affects the results of 
the inversion. I now develop the inversion of the analytic signal, which is expected to 
improve the results further. 
The 3D analytic signal is also called the amplitude of the total gradient. The 
amplitude of the total gradient is formulated as follows: 
g = ||VF|| = pF/dx)2 + (dF/dyf + (dF/dzY (5.1) 
where F is total magnetic field anomaly, g is the analytic signal (the amplitude of 
total gradient). The analytic signal was introduced by Nabighian (1974) who showed 
how it can be used to determine the depth to the top and the horizontal position of 
thin, elongated bodies. This concept was extended to 3D by Nabighian (1984). Roest 
et al. (1992) used 3D analytic signal to outline magnetic sources and to estimate depth 
using a simple amplitude half width rule. Hsu et al. (1996) used the nth-order 
enhanced analytic signal to outline the boundaries of contacts and faults and to 
estimate the depth. To identify anomalies that could be caused by kimberlite pipes, 
Keating and Sailhac (2004) proposed a simple pattern recognition technique, based on 
a first-order regression over a moving window, between the analytic signal of the 
observed magnetic field and the theoretical analytic signal of a magnetic vertical 
cylinder to identify potential targets. The standard error between the estimated values 
of the analytic signal and the values of the analytic signal of the observed magnetic 
field within the moving window is calculated, as is the correlation coefficient between 
the analytic signal within the moving window and the analytic signal of the model. 
Results where the correlation coefficient between the analytic signal and the 
theoretical analytic signal within a moving window are above a certain threshold are 
retained. 
The advantage to use the absolute value of analytic signal is that its shape over 
linear structures is almost independent of the earth's magnetic field parameters and of 
the direction of magnetization of the anomaly source. Therefore, the use of the 
magnitude of the analytic signal allows the determination of source characteristics 
without making any assumptions on the direction of source body magnetization. This 
can be very important, especially in areas where the contribution of remanent 
magnetization to the observed anomalies is not known (Roest et al., 1992). Xiong 
(2006) noted that in three dimensions, the analytic signal depends on the direction of 
the inducing field, the direction of the remanent magnetization, the dipping angle of 
the source body and the depths to the top and bottom of the source body. 
Nevertheless, the shape of the analytic signal is still nearly independent of the 
direction of magnetization and of the earth's field direction. Agarwal and Shaw (1996) 
calculate the analytic signal of a single magnetic pole anomaly and conclude that, in 
general, the analytic signal is not symmetric for arbitrary values of inclinations and 
declinations. A circular symmetry is observed for a field inclination of 90 °, and at an 
inclination of 0° the anomaly is symmetric along the axis of the declination (Keating 
& Saihac, 2004). 
In chapter 3, I calculated the analytic signal produced by the anomaly due to a 
vertical circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization; the results show that, in most 
cases, the shape of the analytic signal is symmetric. When the total inclination is 
higher than 60°, it is circular symmetric, when the total inclination is smaller, it is 
symmetric along the axis of the total declination. So when the total inclination is 
higher, it is nearly independent of the total inclination and total declination, including 
remanent magnetization and inducing field. Even if the total inclination is smaller, its 
change from the change of the inclination and declination is smaller than that of the 
magnetic field. In contrast to the magnetic field, the analytic signal has a weak 
dependence of inducing magnetization and remanent magnetization. This is the reason 
why many geophysicists used it to magnetic interpretation. 
5.2 Forward modeling 
In the analytic signal inversion, two forward models are used: the first one is a 
semi-infinite vertical cylinder and the second one a finite-extent vertical cylinder. For 
the first model, I will useg = jVf(x,y,h,a,Jwl,Im,Dm,x0,y0)\\, which I call Method-
1. 
For the second model, suppose: 
^i = / ( * , y, h, a, Jm ,Im,Dn,x0,y0) (5.2) 
F2 =f(x,y,h + th, /,„,, Im, Dm ,x0,y0) (5.3) 
and: 
g = |V(F1-F2)[ (5.4) 
here, thickness of the cylinder is a variable in the inversion; I call it Method-2 
For the inversion with remanent magnetization, Method-1: 
8r =W(x,y,h,a,Ji,Irem,Drem,x0,y0)\\ (5.5) 
for the inversion with remanent magnetization Method-2: 
Fri = fix, y, h, a, /,., /„„, Drem ,x0,y0) (5.6) 
Fr2 =f(x,y,h + th, a, 7 ; , lrem, Drem ,x0,y0) (5.7) 
S ,= |V(F r I -F , 2 ) | | (5.8) 
5.3 Method of inversion 
The method used is still Levenberg-Marquardt method, presented in the previous 
chapter. 
5.3.1 Jacobian matrix 
Here, there is a very important problem that is the calculation of Jacobian Matrix 























for inversion without remanent magnetization, 
^ , _ , , „ , for inversion with remanent magnetization. J. is 
^ , ^rem BD^'dQ 
intensity of inductive magnetization, Irem is the inclination of the remanent 
magnetization, Drem is the declination of the remanent magnetization, Q is the 
dg dg dg dg dg dg dg 
Koenigsberger ration. Here, we need to derive — , -
dh'da'dJlol 'dlm 'dDm 'dx0 'dy0 
dg dg dg dg 
for inversion without remanent magnetization, and ,——,—-—,— , for 
dJ dl dD dQ 
l rem rem ^zZ* 
inversion with remanent magnetization, where 
g = |VF| = yl{dF/dx)2 +{dF/dyf +{dF/dzf . additionally, for Method-2, ^- is 
dth 
needed. 
I use formula 5.1 to derive the formula as below: 
dA = ]L\^s_^+^A
dA+^A^] (5.9) 
3z g [dxdz dx dydzdy dz2 dz\ 
For other derivatives, the method is the same as formula (5.9). 
5.3.2 Convergence 
The control of the convergence is also the same as for the inversion of the 
magnetic field described in the chapter before. 
5.3.3 Technique of the inversion 
The technique for the inversion of analytic signal is the same as that of the 
inversion of the magnetic field inversion. 
A = 
<% = (g,""s-g,"") 
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Flow Diagram 5.1 the flow diagram for analytic signal inversion without remanent 
magnetization using Levenberg- Maquardt (Method-1) 
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Flow Diagram 5.2 the flow diagram for analytic signal inversion without remanent 
magnetization using Levenberg- Maquardt (Method-2) 
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Flow Diagram 5.3 the flow diagram for analytic signal inversion with remanent magnetization 
using Levenberg- Maquardt (Method-1 and Method-2) 
5.4 Tests 
5.4.1 Tests for the analytic signal inversion with method-1 
Firstly, I test the models for Method-1, and then, I will test the models for 
Method-2.1 will test the models presented in the inversion of magnetic field in order 
to compare the results of the inversion obtained with the magnetic field inversion with 
that of the analytic signal inversion. 
5.4.1.1 Tests for the analytic signal inversion in absence of remanent 
magnetization with method-1 
The models to be tested are detailed below: 









































































Here I select three models, Defang2, Defang5 and Atestml. They are the same as 
the models tested in the magnetic field inversion. The earth magnetic field strength 
for Defang2 is 55278 nT; the inclination of the earth magnetic field is 69°, the 
declination of the earth magnetic field isl2°, the grid dimension are750x750m, the 
coordinates of the center of the cylinder are (375m, 375m), the depth of the cylinder is 
50m, the diameter of the cylinder is 160m, the thickness of the cylinder is 200m and 
the susceptibility is 0.01 (SI). Defang5 is for the change of the inclination of the earth 
magnetic field to figure out the tendency of the changes of the results of the 
parameters of the inversion. And, the model Atestml, the declination of the earth 
magnetic field is changed, and the depth and the thickness of the cylinder are also 
changed to figure out the precision and the stability of the results of the inversion with 
the changes of the parameters concerned. 
The images are illustrated below: 
Analytic Signal nT/m 
Fig.5.1 Model Defang2: Geomagnetic field intensity: 55278nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 69° , declination of geomagnetic field : 12° , depth of the 
cylinder:50m, diameter of the model : 160, height: 200m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Inversion-I / ANSIG Rms = 0.007507 nT/m 
0 200 400 600 
Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 49(50)m 
• Diameter = 160(157)m 
. Incl- l o t = 66°(66°) 
. Decl.tot=12°(12
0) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0094689 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (377, 375) 
Analytic Signal 
nT/m 
lnversion-1 / ANSIG Rms = 0.0076782 
400 600 0 200 400 600 
3D Motel) DefangiS : 
o Depth = 50m 
o Diameter = 160m 
° lnc l t e r = 30° 
o Decl-telr = 12° 
o Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 SI 
o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
o Depth Extension = 200m 
o Depth = 47(48)m 
o Diameter = 161(157)m 
o lncl.Qtfl = 31
0(31°) 
o Declt0(i = 12
0(130) 
o Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0088452 s ' 
o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
Fig.5.2 Model BefangS: Geomagnetic field intensity: 55278nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 30° , declination of geomagnetic field : 12° , depth of the 
cylinder:5Qixi, diameter of the model: 160, height: 2Q0rn, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
1 
Analytic Signal 
• m m 
3D Model Atestml : 
• Depth = 100m 
• Diameter = 160m 
lncl t e r = 74
u 
Decl ter ' -12
u 
' Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 SI 
i Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
' Depth Extension = 300m 




Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 95(96)m 
• Diameter =161(157)m 
. Incl.tot = 62
0(71°) 
. Decl-tot = -9°(-11°) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0091982 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (383, 374) 
Fig.5.3 Model Atestml: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170Nt , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° ,depth of the 
cylinder: 100m, diameter of the model :160, height: 300m,magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Fig.5.1, Fig.5.2, and Fig.5.3 show that for the geometry of the model, such as the 
depth and diameter of the models, the results of the analytical signal inversion with 
Method-1 are better than that of the magnetic field: for the model Defang2, the result 
of magnetic inversion with method-1 of depth is 28m, the result of analytic signal 
inversion with method-1 of depth is 49m; the result of diameter inversed from 
magnetic inversion is 166m while that from analytic signal is 160m. For model 
Defang5, the result of depth inversed from magnetic inversion is 30m while that from 
analytic signal inversion is 47m, the diameter inversed from magnetic field inversion 
is 168 while that from analytic signal inversion is 161m. For the model Atestml, the 
depth inversed from magnetic field inversion is 72m while that from analytic signal 
1 
inversion is 95m, the diameter from magnetic field inversion is 170m while that from 
analytic signal inversion is 161m. In addition to that, in appendix A, more models are 
tested to show that the results of analytic signal inversion in geometry are stable. For 
the inclination and declination of the earth's field, the results of the magnetic field 
inversion are better than that of the analytic signal inversion. 
5.4.1.2 Tests for the analytic signal inversion in presence of remanent 
magnetization with method-1 
The models Vjinal 1 lt6, AteRl and Vjinal 1 lt21116 are tested as follows: 
0 200 400 600 
Fig.5.4 Model Vjinal llt6: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74° , declination of geomagnetic field : —12° , depth of the 
cylinder:60m, diameter of the model: 160, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. 
Inclination of remanent magnetization: 1°, declination of the remanent magnetization: 
30 , position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger ratio parameter Q:5 
1 
From Fig.5.4, it shows that when the inclination is low, the results of the inversion 
are more precise for the inclination and declination, and the results of the geometry, 
such as the depth and diameter is more precise than that of magnetic inversion. 
Analytic Signal 
1000 




200 400 600 800 1000 
Inversion-ll / ANSIGREM Rms = 0.037588 n T / m 
1000 i 




0 200 400 600 800 1000 
Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 60(60)m 
• Diameter = 201 (200)m 
• Depth Extension = (300)m 
ro„»o lncl-ARN = 66 (70 ) 
Dec|.flBH = -28°(-30°) 
Coord, of centre: (503,499) 
Magnetic Suscept. 0.0098412(0.01) SI 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Fig.5.5 Model AteRl: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74°, declination of geomagnetic field : —12°, depth of the 
cylinder:60m, diameter of the model : 200, height: 300m, magnetic 
susceptibility:0.01 SI. Inclination of remanent magnetization: 70°, declination of 
the remanent magnetization: —30 , position of the center of the 
cylinder: (500,500), konigsberger ratio parameter Q:5 
Fig.5.5 shows that when the inclination of the remanent magnetization is higher 
than 60°, the results of the inversion for the inclination and the declination are less 
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Resulte Inweosioin 3D : 
o Depth = 79(80)m 
o Diameter = 300(300)m 
o Depth Extension = (300)m 
o lncl.ATO = 210°(210°) 
o Decl-aj, 
o Coord, of centre: (1050,1050) 
* Magnetic Suscept. 0.0096252(0.01) ; 
, = 30°(30°) 
500 1000 1500 2000 
Fig.5.6 Model Vjinal 1 lt21116: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , 
inclination of geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : 
— 12°, depth of the cylinder: 80m, diameter of the model : 300, height: 600m, 
magnetic susceptibility:0.01 SI. Inclination of remanent magnetization: 210 , 
declination of the remanent magnetization: 30 , position of the center of the 
cylinder: (1050,1050), konigsberger ratio parameter Q:5 
of the cylinder, its diameter and the grid dimension are 
increased; the results of the inversion are also stable and' 
1 










































































The analytic signal inversion with Method-1 is implemented successfully. 
Defang5 and Atestml are tested for analytic signal inversion without remanent 
magnetization. Vjinal lt6, AteRl and Vjinal llt21116 are tested for analytic signal 
inversion with remanent magnetization. Compared with magnetic inversion with the 
semi-infinite model, the inversion results related with geometric parameters are more 
stable and precise. AteRl is taken as an example, the result of depth from inversion of 
analytic signal of semi-infinite model is 60m, and from magnetic inversion of semi-
infinite model is 37m; the result of diameter from inversion of analytic signal of semi-
infinite model is 201m, and from magnetic field inversion is 207m. However, when 
the inclination of remanent magnetization is high, the inversion results related to the 
direction of magnetization are less precise. 
5.4.2 Tests for analytic signal inversion with method-2 
As tests in the section of magnetic inversion, tests for analytic signal inversion 
proceeds by two steps. First step is to test the models in absence of remanent 
magnetization; second step is to test the models in presence of remanent 
magnetization. 
1 
5.4.2.1 Tests for the analytic signal inversion in absence of remanent 
magnetization with method-2 
The tests include the validation tests, where the initial values are calculated by 
Chemam (2006)'s method automatically. And then, the robustness of the algorithms 
are tested by changing the initial values manually. 
5.4.2.1.1 Validation with models for the analytic signal inversion in absence of 
remanent magnetization (Method-2) 
I tested the same models Defang2, DefangS and Atestml with Method-2, the 
results are as follows: 
Analytic Signal Inversion-!/ANSIG Rms = 0.0033731 nT/m 
12 
3D Model Defang2 : 
• Depth = 50m 
• Diameter = 160m 
Incl, :69 u 
• Decl1 e r = 12
u 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 SI 
i Coord, of centre: (375, 
' Depth Extension = 200m 
375) 
Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 50(50)m 
• Diameter = 160(157)m 
• Incl. t o t = 68° (66°) 
. Decl. to t = 12
0(120) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.010012 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (376, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 223(200)m 
Fig.5.7 Results of inversion for model Defang2 with Method-2 
For the model Defang2, the depth and diameter are exactly equal to the parameter 
of the model, and the inclination is 68°, is more accurate than the result of the analytic 
signal inversion with method-1. For the model Defang5, the depth of the analytic 
1 
signal inversion with method-2 is 49m, more accurate than the interpreted depth from 
the method-1 (47m), the diameter is 160m, exactly equal to the parameter of the 
model while interpreted diameter from method-1 is 161m, lm more than the model; 
and the inclination is 30°, exactly equal to the that parameter of the model; magnetic 
susceptibility is 0.0098SI, is more accurate than that inverted by the method-1. 
Analytic Signal lnversion-1 / ANSIG Rms = 0.0022517 
3D Model DefangS : 
• Depth = 50m 
• Diameter = 160m 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 si 
• Coord, of centre: (375. 375) 
• Depth Extension = 200m 
Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 49(48)m 
. Diameter = 160(157)m 
. lncl t o t = 30°(31
o) 
. Decl-,ot = 12°(13°) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.0098045 S I 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 202(202)m 
Fig.5.8 Results of inversion for model Defang5 with Method-2 














































































Analytic Signal Inversion-I / ANSIG Rms = 0.0034672 nT/m 
200 400 
3D Model Atestml : 
• Depth = 100m 
• Diameter = 160m 
• lncl |e r = 74 
Decl-, :-12u 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 300m 
Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 100(96)m 
• Diameter = 159(157)m 
. lncl.to, = 66Vl°) 
. Decl.tot = -12
0(-11°) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.010247 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (330, 374) 
. Depth Extension = 305(304)m 
Fig.5.9 Results of inversion for model Atestml with Method-2 
1 
Comparing the figure 5.1 and 5.7 and figure 5.2 and 5.8, we notice that, for the 
inversion without remanent magnetization, the precision of the results of the inversion 
with Method-2 is better that of inversion with Method-1, especially for the inclination 
and declination of the terrestrial magnetic field, the results are improved. 
5.4.2.1.2 The robustness of the analytic signal inversion in absence of remanent 
magnetization to the initial values (method-2) 
In order to compare the sensibility of the inversion to the initial values for models 
with and without remanent magnetization, the same geometric model was selected. 
The results are showed in table 5.4. The obvious change is that the depth extension is 
less precise than that of magnetic inversion. 















































































































































5.4.2.2 Tests for the analytic signal inversion in presence of remanent 
magnetization with method-2 
Also the tests are included two sections. The first section is testing of validation 
using the initial values calculated automatically while second section is testing of 
robustness of the algorithm to the initial values using initial values entered manually. 
5.4.2.2.1 The validation with models for the analytic signal inversion in presence 
of remanent magnetization (method-2) 
The models and results of the analytic signal inversion are listed in table 5.5. In 
the table, Inr. is abbreviation of the inclination of remanent magnetization, Der. is 
abbreviation of the declination of remanent magnetization. Compared with results of 
Method-1 for Vjinalllt6, the results of the inversion in terms of depth and diameter 
are improved. The results of the analytic signal inversion are exactly equal to true 
values. 






































































































Analytic Signal lnversion-1 / ANSIG Rms = 0.0072608 
0 200 400 600 
lnversion-11 / ANSIGREM Rms = 0.021823 n X / m 
16 
Results Dmveiisooin 30 : 
o Depth = 60(60)m 
o Diameter = 160(160)m 
o Depth Extension 305(300)m 
° lnclARM = 1°(1°) 
° Dec!-AW] = 30°(30°) 
o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
"Magnetic Suscept. 0.010002(0.01) SI 
400 600 
Fig.5.10 Results of inversion for model Vjinal 1 lt6 with Method-2 
Analytic Signal 
200 400 600 800 1000 














Inversion-I / ANSIG Rms = 0.029239 nT/m 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 60(60)m 
• Diameter = 201 (200)m 
• Depth Extension 448(300)m 
. lnclARH = 68
o(70°) 
Decl ARM -29°(-30°) 
. Coord, of centre: (501,499) 
' Magnetic Suscept. 0 0098819(0.01) SI 
200 400 600 800 1000 
Fig.5.11 Results of inversion for model AteRl with Method-2 
Compared with results of Method-1 for AteRl, the results of the inversion in 
terms of inclination and declination of the remanent magnetization are improved; they 
are more precise than before. The model of right vertical cylinder of oval cross-
section is tested, the long axis of it is 160m, and the short axis is 120m. The results of 
inversion of analytic signal relative to the direction of magnetization are less accurate 
than that of magnetic field inversion, but the results of the geometry are not changed 
greatly. 
2000 -fan 




1000 1500 2000 
/ANSIGREM Rms = 0.0046826 n T / m 
4 
500 1000 1500 2000 
1000 
500 
Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 80(80)m 
• Diameter = 300(300)m 
• Depth Extension 598(600)m 
• lnclARII = 210
0(2100) 
• Declf lRH = 30°(30°) 
• Coord, of centre: (1050,1050) 
• Magnetic Suscept. 0.0098571 (0.01) SI 
500 1000 1500 2000 
Fig.5.12 Results of inversion for model Vjinal 1 lt21116 with Method-2 
Compared with results of Method-1 for Vjinal llt21116, the result of the 
inversion in terms of depth is improved. 
5.4.2.2.2 The robustness of the analytic signal inversion in presence of remanent 
magnetization to the initial values (method-2) 
In order to compare the results of the tests with that of magnetic inversion, the 
same models Vjinal 1116 and Vjinal 1113 are selected to be tested. Obviously, the 
depth extension is less precise than that of magnetic inversion. When the initial values 
are changed not far from the true values, the results of the inversion of analytic signal 
are stable, when the initial values are changed greatly, especially when all of the 
parameters are changed a lot, the results of the inversion of analytic signal are not 
stable and not accurate. See to the table 5.6. 


































































































































































































5.4.2.3 Tests for addition of noise 
Noise is tested in this section to figure out the sensitivity of the algorithm of 
analytic signal inversion to noise, the model is tabled below 

















Analytic Signal lnversion-1 / ANSIG Rms = D.19499 
0 200 400 600 
Inversion-ll / ANSIGREM Rms = 0.1948 nj/m 
]8 
600 
Resmhs toweratm 3D : 
o Depth = 63(60)m 
o Diameter = 159(160)m 
o Depth Extension 610(300)m 
° lncl-ARM = 29°(30°) 
o Decl-aRjj = 29°(30°) 
o Coord, of centre: (376, 375) 
* Magnetic Suscept. 0.01049(0.01)' 
200 400 600 
Fig.5.13.1 Model Vjinalllt3: Geomagnetic field intensity: 57170nT , inclination of 
geomagnetic field : 74 , declination of geomagnetic field : —12°, depth of the 
cylinder:60m, diameter of the model: 160, height: 300m, magnetic susceptibility:0.01 
SI. Inclination of remanent magnetization: 30 , declination of the remanent 
magnetization: 30 , position of the center of the cylinder: (375,375), konigsberger 






























Analytic Signal nT/m lnversion-1 / ANSIG Rms = 0 012786 
0 200 400 600 
Fig.5.14.2 Model Vjinal 1 lt3, without addition of the noise 
Comparison of the results illustrated in figure 5.13.1 and figure 5.14.2, suggests 
that the random noise affects the precision and the stability of the analytic signal 
inversion. The inclination and the declination of the model is 30° while the results of 
the inversion is 29°, the depth of the model is 60m while that of the result of the 
inversion is 63m, the diameter of the model is 160m while that of the result is 159m, 
the depth extent of the cylinder is 300m while that of the result of the inversion is 
610m, especially for the depth extent of the cylinder, the error is large. In the table 
5.8, the results of magnetic data of same model added 5nT random noise are listed. 
The results of geometry and magnetic susceptibility are more inaccurate that of 
inversion of analytic signal of the same model added to 2nT random noise. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The analytic signal inversion is implemented for two basic models, the method-2 
is better than method-1 in terms of the precision. With method-1, when the inclination 
of the remanent magnetization is near vertical, the results of the inversion of 
inclination and declination are less precise, but with method-2, the results are 
improved. The advantages of the analytic signal inversion is that the results of the 
inversion in terms of the geometry are less dependent on the remanent magnetization, 
which could give a results of inversion more precise on the condition that the initial 
values for starting inversion in terms of remanent magnetization are not precise. The 
addition of the noise affects the results of the analytic signal inversion. 
5.6 Discussion 
For the analytic signal inversion of a semi-infinite (method-1) without remanent 
magnetization, models Defang2, Defang5 and Atestml were tested. Their parameters 
are given in table 5.1. The results for Defang5 are precise while results for Defang2 
and Atestml are not precise, especially for the inclination, i.e. for Defang2, the result 
for the inclination is 66 °, 3 ° less than that of model; for Defang5, the result of 
inclination is 62°, 12 less than that of the model. 
For the analytic signal inversion (method-1) with remanent magnetization, models 
Vjinalllt6, AteRl and Vjinalllt2116 were tested. The results of inversion for 
Vjinal 1 lt6 and Vjinal 1 lt21116 are precise, and the results of inversion for AteRl are 
less precise, especially for the inclination and the declination of the remanent 
magnetization. For example, the result of inclination is 66°, 4 less than that of the 
model. 
For the analytic signal inversion of a finite extent model (method-2) without 
remanent magnetization, Defang2, Defang5 and Atestml were also tested. Results are 
presented in table 5.4. In contrast to that of method-1 without remanent magnetization, 
the results are improved, but for the model with a high inclination and a deeper target, 
the results are still not good, for the model Atestml, the result of inclination is 66 , 
8° less than that of the model. 
For the analytic signal inversion of method-2 with remanent magnetization, 
Vjinalllt6, AteRl and Vjinalllt2116 were tested. The results of inversion for 
Vjinalllt6 and Vjinal 1 lt21116 are good, and the results of the inversion for AteRl 
are not good, especially for the results of inclination and declination, the result of 
inclination is 68°, 2"less than that of the model, the result of declination is -29°, -
1 more than that of the model. 
In addition, robustness of the algorithm to the initial values for method-2 was 
studied. For the inversion with and without remanent magnetization, when the 
changes of the initial values are limited to a small range, the results are not affected 
(table 5.4 and table 5.6). In contrast to the magnetic field inversion, the robustness of 
the analytic signal inversion to the initial values is better. For example, For model 
Vjinal l l t3 , the initial value for depth is 80m (60m of model), the results of analytic 
inversion are 60m of depth, 160m of diameter, 29° of inclination, 30° of declination, 
they are improved in contrast to that of magnetic inversion, that are 63m of depth, 
156m of diameter, 30° of inclination, 30° of declination. For the same model, the 
initial value of the inclination of remanent magnetization is 80° (the model is 30°), the 
results of analytic inversion are 60m of depth, 160m of diameter, 28 ° of inclination, 
and 32 ° of declination, they are also improved in contrast to that of magnetic 
inversion, that are 60m of depth, 160m of diameter, 26 ° of inclination, 32 ° of 
declination. But for the analytic inversion, the estimation of the depth is not as precise 
as that of magnetic inversion. When all of the parameters are changed greatly, the 
results of inversion of analytic signal are not better. 
The results of the analytic signal inversion in presence of noise are tested; the 
result is that the noise affects the results of the analytic inversion. Results are 
presented in table 5.8. Without addition of noise 2nT, the results are 60m of depth 
(that of model is 60m), 160m of diameter (that of model is 160m), 30° of inclination 
(that of model is 30°), 30° of declination (that of model is 30°), 323m of depth (that 
of model is 300m); with addition of noise, the results are 63m of depth, 159m of 
diameter, 29° of inclination, 29 of declination and 610m of depth extension. 5nT 
random noise was added. The more the noise is added, the more inaccurate, the results 
of inversion of analytic signal are. 
Chapter 6 Joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal 
6.1 Introduction of joint inversion 
In the preceding chapter, the analytic signal inversion was proposed. The 
advantage of the analytic signal inversion is that the results of the inversion in terms 
of the geometry are less dependent on the remanent magnetization, which could give a 
results of inversion more precise on the condition that the initial values for starting 
inversion in terms of remanent magnetization are not precise. The results of the 
analytic signal inversion relative to the inclination are not precise, especially, when 
the inclination is high. When the initial values are far away from the solutions, the 
analytic signal inversion is better than the magnetic field inversion. I now proceed the 
joint inversion of the magnetic field and the analytic signal 
In an attempt to improve the results by taking advantage of the strength of both 
methods, Vozoff and Jupp (1975) demonstrated the joint inversion of two types of 
data, DC resistivity and Ultra Low Frequency electromagnetic (magnetotelluric) 
measurements in horizontally-layered conditions. Since then, the joint inversion has 
received more and more attention. Raiche et al. (1985) do a joint inversion of 
coincident loop transient electromagnetic and schlumberger sounding to resolve 
layered structures. Meju (1996) developed the joint inversion of TEM and MT 
sounding data. Dobroka (1991) jointly inverted the vertical seismic profiles data and 
electric data to determine the physical properties parameters of the underground coal 
mine etc. 
Benech et. al (2002) completed a joint inversion of EM and magnetic data for near 
surface studies. They incorporated the two types of data to enhance the quality of the 
interpretation by the simultaneous use of EM and magnetic data. 
For potential field methods, Gallardo-Delgado et.al (2003) implemented a joint 
inversion of gravity and magnetic data in terms of 3D structures. The algorithm 
combines a number of features that have proven useful in other algorithms. It defines 
the subsurface using a large number of prisms, with the depths to the tops and bottoms 
as unknowns to be determined by optimization. This joint inversion helps constrain 
the structure of a basin and helps extend offshore the interpretation of known surface 
faults to the offshore. 
Pilkington (2006) implemented joint inversion of gravity and magnetic data for 
two layer models. The damped least-squares inversion is used to determine the 
topography of the interface. The effect of this inverse is closely related to a downward 
continuation of the field to the average interface depth. The method is used to map the 
base of the Sept-Des mafic intrusion, Quebec, Canada, and the shape of the central 
uplift at the Chicxulub impact crater, Yucatan, Mexico. 
For the joint inversion of gravity and magnetic data, several approaches have been 
used. Menichetti and Guillen (1983) use a generalized inversion technique to 
determine body shapes for the 2.5D case with specified densities and magnetization. 
A stable inversion is achieved by removing the effects of small eigenvalues, providing 
a suggested improvement over separate inversion of either data set. Serpa and Cook 
(1984) use a least- squares inversion method to solve for the vertices and physical 
properties of a 2.5D model. Their method does not include damping or regularization, 
so stabilizing the solution is effected by holding some parameters fixed while 
inverting for others. Zeyen and Pous (1993) use a 3D subsurface model comprising of 
an ensemble of vertical prisms and solved for physical properties and the tops and 
bottoms of each prism. They control solution stability by specifying a priori parameter 
and data covariances (Pilkington, 2006). 
The joint inversion provides better results than the separate inversion of each data 
set. Firstly, the resolution is increased; secondly, the stability of the results is 
enhanced. 
6.2 The model of the joint inversion 
The joint inversion of the magnetic field anomaly and its analytic signal is a kind 
of inversion with two data sets for one model geometry and physical parameters; the 
parameters to be inverted are same for each set of the data: 
m = (ml,m2,...mN)
T. ^ ^ 
Here, we have two inverse problems: 
£", = AiAm + ei (6.2) 
£2 = A2Am + e2 (6.3) 
Given : 
A = [A,;A2] (64) 
£ = [£i,£2^ (6.5) 
We get: 
£ = AAm + e (6.6) 
The problem of joint inversion is to derive the solution of equation (6.6) 
6.3 Forward modeling 
As for the inversion of the magnetic field and the inversion of its analytic signal 
separately, the kimberlite model is that of a pipe, and the vertical cylinder model is 
used. Singh and Sabina (1978) found the mathematical expressions of magnetic 
anomaly for this model. Chemam (2006) gives the mathematical expressions of the 
magnetic anomaly with remanent magnetization for this model. For the inversion of 
the analytic signal, I derived the mathematical expressions of the analytic signal of the 
magnetic anomaly without and with remanent magnetization due to the vertical right 
circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization. I calculated the partial derivatives of the 
total magnetic field (F ) without and with remanent magnetization to x, y and z 
direction, and realize the model forwarding 
8 = |VF|| = ^{dF/dxf +{dF/dyf +{dF/dzf (6.7) 
Where F is total magnetic field anomaly, g is the analytic signal (amplitude of 
total gradient). So for joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal, the 
forward modeling is implemented as follow: 
<P = AF + (\-A)g (6.8) 
In the latter, F and g need to be normalized to remove the units for them. 
6.4 Formulation of the joint inversion 
For the joint inversion problem; there are two inverse problems involved: 
F W + f , = C (6.9) 
g[m] + £2=d'*
x (6.10) 
Included m are the parameters to be inversed. We have: 
* dF 
du-Fi[m] = YJ^
Amj+e^ 1 = 12,-,^ (6.11) 
;=i drrij 
and 
^ 2 , - S , M = Z l ^ A m . + e , i = l,2,...,N2 (6.12) 
or in a matrix form: 
£ = AAm + e (6.13) 
where: £ = [£u,£2j]
T , Am = [Aml,Am2,...,Amk]
T is defined as a modification 
vector which is added to m° (initial parameters values to start the inversion) to form a 
new vector. Ni and N2 are the number of the data of two sets respectively, k is the 
number of the parameters. A is a Nxk matrix of partial derivative whose elements: 







V dmJ J 
X W , i = l,2,...,Nl and j = l,2,...,k (6.14) 
xw2 ,i = N]+l,N}+2,...,Nx+N2, j = \,2,...,k (6.15) 
where wx and w2 are the weighting factors of the data. And in order to keep the 
equilibrium in equation (6.6), I need to weight £ of the two sets of data as follows: 
£t = (.du-Fi[m])xw1 , for / = 1,2,..JV, (6.16) 
and 
e, = (d2,,-«([mJxw2 , for ' = ^
 +1'7V> +2,...,Nl+N2 ( 6 1 7 ) 
vector m' is considered as solution to the unknowns when vector £j is 
sufficiently small. 
For the equation (6.13), we have the solution normally: 
3n = (ATA)',AT£, (6.18) 
In order to overcome the problem of singular value, I select the method of 
Marquardt-Levenberg to decrease the instability due to the singular value by adding 
the parameter A to the diagonal of the matrix of sensibility A, so the solution is as 
follows: 
Sm = (ATA + Al)~lAT£ , (6.19) 
where / is unit matrix. The convergence is monitored by the root-mean-squares 
(rms) error criterion 
rms = JYd£?/N (6.20) 
6.5 Normalization 
Each set of data is normalized by the formula as follow: 
N 
Nor = \\^ , i = \,2,-,N (6.21) 
N 
where dt is measurement of the points, M is the number of the measurements of 
the points. 
6.6 Weighting of the two sets of the data 
As mentioned above, the weighting of the two sets of the data is very important 
for the joint inversion. With the L-curve idea (Christian, 2008), I derive the weighting 
parameters from the equation below: 
& = wlF + (l-w1)g (6.22) 
in this equation , F is the signal of magnetic field, g is the analytic signal of the 
magnetic field, w] is weighting parameter for first set of data F , I propose a new 
equation : 
w, |F| = (l-w,) |g| | (6.23) 
From (6.23), we derive the equation: 
811 (6.24) 
1*1 + 1*1 
\\F 
w2=l-wi =•• ' , •• (6.25) 
F l + S 
6.7 The convergence 
The convergence of successive iterations for the joint inversion is also monitored 
by the root-mean-squares (rms) error criterion: 
Y^iNor^SF)2 +Yj(Nor2W2%)
2 
rms = l ^ ^ (6.26) 
11 Nt+N2 
SF. = F;'"1 - F"ds (6.27) 
<%, = 8? - gf (6.28) 
Nl , N2 are the numbers of the points of observations for two sets of data. Nort 
and Nor2 are respectively the normalizations for the two sets of the data while the W, 
and W2 are respectively the weighting matrices for the two sets of the data. Ff', 
F"ds are respectively the model responses and the observations for total magnetic 
field strength while g.al and g"ds are respectively the model responses and 
observations for the analytic signal. The iteration procedure is terminated when rms 
reaches a fixed value or the number of iterations fixed. 
6.8 The technique of the joint inversion 
The technique for the joint inversion is almost same as that of the magnetic field 
inversion except that the convergence of the joint inversion is not same as that of the 
magnetic field, see to formula (6.26), and after that, the Jacobian matrix for joint 
inversion is constructed by combining the Jacobian matrix of the magnetic field and 
Jacobian matrix of the analytic signal by the formula below 
A = [A, Nor, Wl; A2 Nor2W2 ] (6.29) 
The discrepancy vector for joint inversion is constructed by the differences 
between the initial model response and observed data of magnetic field and the 
differences between the initial model response and observed data of analytic signal by 
the formula below 
dp = \Nor^fxSF\ Nor^N25g\ (6.30) 
The outline of the joint inversion-1 is described in the flow diagram 6.1 while the 
outline of the joint inversion -2 is described in the flow diagram 6.2. Firstly, the initial 
values of parameters are estimated, and after, the initial model responses are 
determined, and then we could calculate the initial rms and initial discrepancy vector 
and calculate the Jacobian matrix for the two sets of the data to construct the Jacobian 
matrix for the joint inversion, and to start the inversion. For each iteration, the rms 
error is calculated to monitor X. The inversion is terminated whenever the number of 
iteration becomes more than specified value or the rms becomes less than specified 
value. 
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Flow Diagram 6.1 Flow diagram for joint inversion of magnetic field and analytic signal of 
magnetic field without remanent magnetization using Levenberg-Maquardt 
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Flow Diagram 6.2 Flow diagram for joint inversion of magnetic field and analytic 
magnetic field with remanent magnetization using Levenberg-Maquardt 
6.9 Tests 
The tests proceed in two steps. The first one is to test the models in absence of 
remanent magnetization; second step is to test the models in presence of remanent 
magnetization. 
6.9.1 Tests for joint inversion in absence of remanent magnetization 
in this section, I test the models in absence of remanent magnetization. Firstly, the 
validation of the algorithm of joint inversion is to be tested using the initial values 
calculated by Chemam (2006)'s method automatically. And after that, the robustness 
of this algorithm of joint inversion to changes of initial values entered manually is 
going to be tested. 
6.9.1.1 The validation with models for joint inversion of the magnetic field and 
its analytic signal in absence of remanent magnetization 
The models to be tested are also Defang2, Defang3 and Atestml. 












































































The images are illustrated below 
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o Depth Extension = 197(200)m 
Fig.6.1 Results of joint inversion for model Befaeg2 
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3D RMeD Defamg5 : 
o Depth = 50m 
o Diameter = 160m 
° Incl-jar = 30° 
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o Coord, of centre: (375, 375) 
o Depth Extension = 200m 
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Results of ImveisHon : 
o Depth = 50(48)m 
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o D e c l t r t = 12
0(130) 
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o Coord, of centre: (375,375) 
o Depth Extension = 199(202)m 
Fig.6.2 Results of joint inversion for model DefangS 
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Total Filed Anomaly TFA lnversion-1 / TMF Rms = 0.0084726 
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Analytic Signal 
3D Model Atestml : 
• Depth = 100m 
• Diameter = 160m 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.01 SI 
• Coord, of centre: (375, 
• Depth Extension = 300m 
375) 
Inversion-I/ANSIG Rms = 0.0084726 nT/rn 
•0.8 
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Results of Inversion : 
• Depth = 101(96)m 
. Diameter = 160(157)m 
. Incl,0t = 74°(71
0) tot" 
' t o t ' Decl.|ot = -12°(-11
0) 
• Magnetic Suscept.= 0.010173 SI 
. Coord of centre: (375, 375) 
• Depth Extension = 296(304)m 
Fig.6.3 Results of joint inversion for model Atestml 
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From the table above, the results of three models Defang2, Defang5 and Atestml 
were compared. The joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal is 
better than the analytic signal inversion because the results of the joint inversion are 
more stable and accurate than that of the analytic signal inversion, especially for the 
model Atestml.The inclination of the model Atestml is 74° , the result of the analytic 
signal inversion (1) is 62°, 12° less than the solution; the result of the analytic signal 
inversion (2) is 66°, 8° less than the solution; the result of the joint inversion is 74°, 
equal to the solution. For the models with the low inclination, there are no big 
differences between the results of the joint inversion and that of the analytic signal 
inversion. In contrast to the results of the magnetic field inversion, the accuracy of the 
results of the joint inversion has no obvious superiority. 
6.9.1.2 The robustness of the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic 
signal in absence of remanent magnetization to the initial values 
The model Defang2 is to be tested to evaluate the sensibilities of joint inversion to 
initial values in the absence of remanent magnetization. 
Table 6.11 Results of tests of sensibilities with initials values for joint inversion 























































































































Table 6.11 shows the robustness of the joint inversion without remanent 
magnetization. The model is Defang2. Compared with Table 5.4, the results of tests of 
sensibilities to the initial values without remanent magnetization, the robustness of 
joint inversion is better, especially for the results of the depth extent, the results of the 
analytic signal is far from the solution while the results of the joint inversion is near to 
the solution. 
6.9.2 Tests for joint inversion in presence of remanent magnetization 
In this section, the tests of the models in presence of remanent magnetization are 
going to be implemented. Firstly, I test the validation of the algorithm using Chemam 
(2006)'s method to calculate the initial values automatically, and after, the initial 
values are going to be changed manually to test the robustness of the algorithm of the 
joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal inversion to the changes of 
initial values. 
6.9.2.1 The validation with models for joint inversion of the magnetic field and 
its analytic signal in presence of remanent magnetization 
Results of the joint inversion for models with remanent magnetization are 
presented in the following table and figures: the models were tested are Vjinalllt6, 
AteRl, Vjinalllt21116andBabneq. 





































































































The model Babneq is for testing the models other than right vertical circular 
cylinder. It is an oval cross-section right vertical cylinder. The long axis of it is 160m; 
the short axis is 120m. The results of joint inversion are better than that of each 
separated inversion. The depth of joint inversion is 60m, exactly equal to the true 
value, the depth of inversion of analytic signal is 62m and the depth of inversion of 
magnetic field is 61m; the result of inclination of remanent magnetization is 30°, 
exactly equal to the true value, the result from inversion of analytic signal is 35° and 
that from inversion of magnetic field is 29°. The position of the cylinder from joint 
inversion is (375, 375), exactly equal to true value, that from inversion of analytic 
signal is (377, 379), and from inversion of magnetic field is (377, 374). 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
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• Diameter = 160(160)m 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
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Fig.6.4 Results of joint inversion of the model Vjinal 1 lt6 
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Results Inwetston 3D : 
o Depth = 61 (60)m 
o Diameter = 201 (200)m 
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Fig.6.5 Results of joint inversion of the model AteRl 
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Total Filed Anomaly TFA lnversion-1 / TMF Rms = 0.0033242 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 80(S0)m 
• Diameter = 300(300)m 
• Depth Extension = 598(600)m 
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o) 
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• Coord, of centre: (1050,1050) 
• Magnetic Suscept. 0.0099483(0.01) SI 
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Results Inversion 3D : 
• Depth = 80(80)m 
• Diameter = 300(300)m 
• Depth Extension = 598(600)m 
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• DeclAmi = 30°(30°) 
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Fig.6.6 Results of joint inversion of the model Vjinal 1 lt21116 
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Table 6.13 Comparison of the results from all studied inversions in the presence 
of remanent magnetization 
N. 




























































































































In the table above, we list the results for inversion of magnetic field; the results of 
inversion of analytic signal with method-1 (semi-infinite model); the results of 
inversion of analytic signal with method-2 (finite model) and the results of joint 
inversion. The comparison of the results of inversion by three methods is given in 
table 6.13. For the model Vijinalllt6, Vjinal llt21116, the results of the three 
methods are in agreement with each other. For the model AteRl, the inclination of the 
remanent magnetization is high; the results of the joint inversion are more accurate 
than each separate inversion. The results of the three inversions in terms of geometry 
are agreement with each other also. The results of the joint inversion in terms of 
inclination and declination are more accurate than each separate inversion. 
6.9.2.2 The robustness of joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic 
signal in presence of remanent magnetization to the initial values 
In order to compare the results of the tests of the sensibility of joint inversion with 
remanent magnetization to the initial values, the same examples Vjinal 1 lt6 (Modlel) 
and Vjinal 1 lt3 (Model2) are tested, the results are presented in the table 6.14. 
Table 6.14 Results of tests of sensibilities with initials values for joint inversion with 
remanent magnetization 
NI. Initials of Parameters 
Pep Dia. Inr. Der. Th. 
Results of Inversions 
Pep. 1 Dia. | Inr. | Per. | Th 
Model. 1 60 160 30 300 
IC 58 158 32 302 60 160 30 301 
II 50 158 32 310 60 160 30 299 
12 70 158 32 290 60 160 30 298 
13 58 32 302 60 160 30 298 
14 58 170 32 302 60 160 30 299 
15 58 158 32 302 60 160 30 301 
16 58 158 „i"> 32 302 60 160 30 301 
17 58 158 20 302 60 160 30 301 
18 58 158 40 302 60 160 30 301 
19 58 158 32 250 60 160 30 298 
110 58 158 32 350 60 160 30 298 
Model.2 60 160 30 30 300 
IC 59 158 32 32 321 60 160 30 30 288 
111 80 158 32 32 321 63 158 30 30 272 
112 59 158 80 32 321 60 160 28 31 
Ilia 30 80 15 150 
297 
Illaa 62 150 30 30 275 
I12a 
I12aa 
320 60 60 600 
60 159 31 30 
Compared with tables 5.6 and 4.4, the robustness of the joint inversion is better 
than that of the magnetic field inversion and the analytic signal inversion. For the 
modell, Vjinalllt6, the results of the joint inversion of depth extent are improved, 
nearing the solution (300m). For the model2, Vjinalllt3, when initial value of the 
inclination of remanent magnetization is 80°, 50° more than the solution, the result of 
the joint inversion is 28°, the result of the declination of joint inversion is 31°, they 
are more accurate that of each separate inversion (the results of the magnetic inversion 
are 26° and 32° while the results of the analytic signal inversion are 28° and 32°). 
The results of the joint inversion in terms of the inclination and declination are more 
accurate if the initial values of them are far away from the solution. Even all of the 
initial values are changed greatly (for test I l ia, all of initial values are decreased to 
50% of true values, for test II 2a, all of initial values are increased to 200% of true 
values) the results of joint inversion are improved than each separated inversion. But 
results suggest that the initial values affect the results of inversion, the more the initial 
values are far from the true values, the more the results of the inversion are inaccurate. 
I found a method to resolve this problem. I call this method as second inverting. 
The inaccuracy of the results of the inversion is due to the initial values which are far 
from the true values. So when I get the results of the inversion, I take these results as 
the initial values for the second inversion to put in the system to get the results more 
accurate than before. For example, the test Illaa, its initial values are the results of 
test I l ia; the test I12aa, its initial values are the results of test I12a. We get the results 
of second inversion more accurate than the first inversion. Using this method to deal 
with the problem of initial values far away form true values needs the results of joint 
inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal as the initial values, because the 
results of joint inversion are more stable than each separated inversion, which 
guarantees the results of the first inversion near the true values. By the second 
inversion method, we could get the results of inversion more accurate even the initial 
values are far away from the true values, though by chemam technique , we can get 
the initial values close to the true values. 
6.9.3 Test for robustness to noise of the joint inversion 
The robustness of the joint inversion in the presence of noise is tested in this 
section. The models tested are same as those tested previously for the inversion of the 
magnetic field anomaly and its analytic signal. The results of the joint inversion in the 
presence of noise presented in table 6.15 and the following figures: 
Table 6.15 Comparison of results tested by magnetic field inversion (FI), analytic 

































































From Table 6.15, we conclude that the results of the magnetic inversion are as 
follows: 
The inclination of the remanent magnetization equals to the solution (30°). The 
result of declination of the remanent magnetization also equals to the solution (30°). 
The depth of the cylinder is 62m, which is 2 meter more than that of the model. 
Diameter is 159 m, which is 1 meter less than that of the model; the thickness of the 
cylinder is 288m, which is 12 m less than that of the model. As for the analytic signal 
inversion, they are more in error than that of the results of the magnetic field 
inversion: the inclination and the declination of the remanent magnetization are 29°, 
which is 1 less than that of the model, the depth is 63m, 3m more than that of the 
model, the diameter is 159, lm less than that of the model, and the thickness of 
cylinder is 610m, 310m more than that of the model. However, the joint inversion 
gives us better results for the inclination and the declination of the remanent 
magnetization. And there is 1 meter difference between the result of the inversion and 
that of the model for the depth, and the thickness of cylinder of 296 m is also the most 
precise result of the inversion. As for the susceptibility, they are always same as that 
of the model. 
In the table 6.15, the results of inversion of the same model added 5nT of random 
noise are listed. The results of joint inversion are stable, and the results of inversion of 
magnetic field and analytic signal get more inaccurate than the results of the model 
added 2nT random noise. I added the random noise to lOnT, even with lOnT added, 
the joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal get the results of inversion 
more accurate and stable than inversion of magnetic field and inversion of analytic 
signal. Off course, with increase of the noise added, the results of inversion are getting 
more inaccurate than before. 
The method of continuation upward should be used to remove the noise when the 
noise level is high. I tested the model of Vjinal 1 lt3 added lOnT noise, when the data 
was continued upward to 30m, the noise was removed, and the good results of 
inversion are got. 
Therefore, the results presented in the table 6.15 and figure 6.7 suggest that the 
robustness of the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal, in the 
presence of noise, is stronger than if the magnetic field anomaly and its analytic signal 
are inverted separately. 
Also the stability of the joint inversion in the presence of the random noise is 
better than that of magnetic inversion and the analytic signal inversion separately. 
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Fig.6.7 Results of joint inversion of the model Vjinal 1 lt3 with 2nT noise 
6.10 Application to the real data 
The Peddie kimberlite intruded Precambrian diabase sills and Paleozoic carbonate 
rocks approximately 153.6 Ma ago and consists of hypabyssal facies phlogopite 
macrocrystic monticellite kimberlite. The subcropping surface is covered by a thin (<4 
m) sequence of glacial sediments consisting of 1 to 3 m of grey silty sand till overlain 
in places by up to 3 m of glaciolacustrine clay. The relative abundance of indicator 
minerals in the Peddie kimberlite is: olivine > Mg-ilmenite » pyrope > chromite > 
Cr-diopside. This relative abundance is different from other kimberlites in the Lake 
Timiskaming field and can be used to distinguish the Peddie dispersal train from the 
relatively Cr-Ti-pyrope and Cr-diopside-rich dispersal trains from the Bucke and 
Gravel kimberlites. The high abundance of olivine in the Peddie pipe is due to it being 
a hypabyssal kimberlite with fresh (i.e. non-serpentinized) olivine. Olivine in the 
Peddie kimberlite has survived both in-situ weathering of the kimberlite and 
subsequent glacial transport. Unlike tropical and arid terrains of South Africa and 
Australia, olivine is an excellent kimberlite indicator mineral in this glaciated terrain. 
Mg-ilmenite in the Peddie kimberlite is characterized by extremely high MgO (most 
between 9 and 18 wt.%) similar to other kimberlites nearby (Gravel, Bucke) but 
unlike the Kirkland Lake kimberlites 80 km to the north. Till overlying the Peddie 
kimberlite contains a distinctive "kimberlitic" geochemical signature defined by Ni, 
Ba, Nb, MgO, and P205 which is most apparent in the coarse to very coarse sand (0.5 
to 2.0 mm) size fraction. 
The algorithm is applied to the Peddie Pipe found in the town of Haileybury of 
Ontario. The contours map of which shows a roughly circular anomaly. The grid 
dimension is 5x5 m, T0=56736nT , 70 =74° , D0 =-12° . The results of the 
inversion are imaged below. The method used to Peddie pipe is the method of finite 
model. The inversion proceeds by two steps. First step is to invert the geometry, such 
as the depth of the pipe, the diameter of the pipe and the depth extension of the pipe, 
we call it Inversion I. This is showed in the image. The second step is used to invert 
the remanent magnetization, such as the direction of the remanent magnetization. We 
call it Inversion II. For the magnetic data of Peddie Pipe, firstly the inversion of 
magnetic field is used, after that, the inversion of analytic signal is used, and finally 
the algorithm of joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal is used to it. 
For the joint inversion, rms is usually small, this is because in formula of calculation 
of rms for joint inversion (formula 6.26), the two sets of data firstly, have been 
normalized to remove the units of the data, and then the two sets of data are to be 
weighted. If the two sets of data are not normalized and weighted, like separated 
inversion, rms should be large. 
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Fig.6.8 Results of the magnetic inversion for data of Peddie Pipe 
Figure6.8 is for the magnetic field inversion, from the image we can see that the 
interpreted depth is 14m, 11m more than the initial value (3m); the interpreted 
diameter is 33m, 14m more than the initial value (19m); the interpreted inclination of 
remanent magnetization is 62°, 3° more than the initial value (59°); the interpreted 
declination is -38°, -4° less than the initial value (-34°), the magnetic susceptibility is 
0.0309SI. Figure 6.9 is for the analytic signal inversion, from the image we could see 
that there is noise with the magnetic data of Peddie Pipe, because the contour of the 
analytic signal is not circular there is small circular beside the big one. The inverted 
depth of analytic signal is 10m, the diameter is 26m, the inclination is 23°, and 
declination is 1°, which are from the results inverted magnetically. The results of joint 
inversion are better than each separated inversion (figure 6.10): The depth from joint 
inversion is 12m, the diameter is 34m, and inclination is 57° and declination is -28°, 
the magnetic susceptibility is 0.023SI. 
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Fig.6.9 Results of the analytic signal inversion for data of Peddie Pipe 
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Fig.6.10 Results of the joint inversion for data of Peddie Pipe 
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Fig.6.11 Results of the magnetic inversion for data of Peddie Pipe (12m up continuation) 
There are influences which make the results of the inversion are not accurate. The 
Peddie Pipe is not a normal vertical circular cylinder, and there is another small source 
beside it. In order to reduce the influence of the influence, upward continuation of the 
data is implemented. The interpreted depths from the inversions of the upward 
continued performed magnetic data are listed in the table 6.16. In the table 6.16, U is 
upward continued, M is the result of the depth of inversion of magnetic field, A is the 
result of the depth of inversion of analytic signal, and J is the result of the depth of 
joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal. The magnetic data was 
continued upwardly by increment of lm. The results of the joint inversion are more 
stable than the results of separate inversions. From the 12m of continuation upward, 
the interpreted depth is getting more stable, so data of 12m of continuation of upward 
is selected to be illustrated here in the figure 6.11, 6.12, 6.13.From Figure 6.11, 6.12 
and 6.13, we can see that the influence of the noise is reduced. Figure 6.11 illustrates 
the results of the magnetic data for Peddie continued upward; the rms is 113, 90 less 
than that of inversion of original data, the interpreted depth is 5m, lm more that the 
initial value of depth; the diameter is 43m ,19m more than that of the initial value of 
diameter; the inclination of the remanent magnetization is 55°, 4° more than initial 
value, and declination is -32, and the magnetic susceptibility is 0.011SI. Figure 6.12 
illustrates the results of the analytic signal inversion of the data continued upward, the 
depth is 6m, which is lm more that inverted by the magnetic inversion, the diameter is 
33m, inclination is 28°, declination is -17°, and magnetic susceptibility is 0.011SI. 
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Fig.6.13 Results of the joint inversion for data of Peddie Pipe (12m up continuation) 
1 
Figure 6.13 is for joint inversion, the interpreted depth is 6m, equal to interpreted 
depth from analytic signal inversion, and lm more than that of magnetic inversion; the 
interpreted diameter is 38m, 5m more than that of analytic signal inversion, 5m less 
than that of magnetic inversion; the inclination of remanent magnetization is 52°, 5° 
less than that inverted from the original data (57°), and the declination is -32°, 4° less 
than that inverted from the original data (-28°). They are comparable with each other, 
because the measurement point of continuation data is higher than the observation 
point of original data. By the analysis above, we got the results of the inversion for the 
Peddie Pipe are as follows: the depth of the Peddie Pipe is 6m, the diameter is 38m, 
the inclination of the remanent magnetization is 57°, the declination of the remanent 
magnetization is - 2 8 ° , the magnetic susceptibility is 0.01358SI, and the position of 
the center of Peddie Pipe is (69m,79m), the depth extension is 252m. 
6.11 Conclusions and discussion 
Three approaches to inversion have been implemented successfully. The 
validation and robustness of the algorithm have been tested by synthetic and real data. 
The comparison of the three inversion methods shows that each one has its 
characteristics: the inversion of the magnetic field takes less time to compute, and the 
results of the inversion in terms of inclination and declination are more accurate than 
that derived from the analytic signal inversion alone. The inversion of the analytic 
signal gives the very accurate results for the geometry, such as the depth of the 
cylinder and the diameter. Also in the case with the remanent magnetization, it 
provides accurate results for the depth and diameter of the cylinder because of its 
weak dependence to the remanent magnetization. And for the joint inversion, with the 
two sets of data; the accuracy and stability of the results of the inversion are 
improved. 
The joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal is superior, in terms of 
stability and precision of the inversion, to the separate inversion and magnetic 
1 
anomaly and its analytic signal. Its superiority is shown when the inclination of 
remanent magnetization is high, the initial value of the inclination is far away from the 
solution and the magnetic body is deep. It is more robust in the presence of noise than 
the separate inversion of the magnetic field anomaly and its analytic signal. 
For the joint inversion of the magnetic field and its analytic signal in absence of 
the remanent magnetization, the three models Defang2, Defang5 and Atestml that 
were used in the magnetic field inversion and the analytic signal inversion were 
tested. For the accuracy of the inversion, the joint inversion is better than that of the 
analytic signal inversion. For the stability, the joint inversion is superior to each 
separate inversion. The comparison of the results of the three inversions in absence of 
the presence is listed in the table6.10. 
The robustness of the joint inversion in absence of the remanent magnetization 
was tested with the model Defang2. Compared with the analytic signal inversion, the 
robustness of the joint inversion in absence of the remanent magnetization is 
improved than that of the analytic signal inversion. The robustness of the joint 
inversion in absence of the remanent magnetization is detailed in the table6.11. 
For the joint inversion in presence of the remanent magnetization, the three 
models Vjinalllt6, Vjinalllt21116, AteRl and Babneq were tested. In contrast to 
each separate inversion, the stability of the joint inversion is better. For the results of 
the model Vjinalllt6 and Vjinal 1 lt21116, the results of the three inversions are 
comparable to each other. For the model AteRl, its inclination is high; the results of 
the joint inversion are more accurate than that of each separate inversion. The model 
Babneq is used for testing the function of the algorithms of inversion to the models 
other than the right vertical circular cylinder. Its cross-section is oval other than 
circular, the joint inversion get the better results of the inversion than each separated 
inversion for the model Babneq. The comparison of the three inversions in presence of 
the remanent magnetization is detailed in the table 6.12. 
The robustness of the joint inversion in presence of the remanent magnetization 
was tested with the same model Vjinalllt6 with that used in the magnetic field 
inversion and the analytic signal inversion. In contrast with the magnetic field 
inversion and the analytic signal inversion, the joint inversion is more robust. In the 
test of the robustness for the analytic signal inversion, the accurate of the results of the 
depth extent is not good, in the test of the robustness for the joint inversion, the 
precision of the results of the depth extent is improved. For the model2, Vjinalllt3, 
when the initial value of the inclination of remanent magnetization is 80°, from away 
from the solution, the results of the joint inversion are most accurate. When all of the 
initial values of the parameters are far away from the true values, the joint inversion 
gets the better results of the inversion. The second inverting method is used to get the 
results of inversion more accurate when all of the initial values are far away from true 
values. The robustness test for the joint inversion is detailed in the table 6.14. 
The robustness of the joint inversion in presence of the remanent magnetization 
and in presence of the noise was tested with the same model used in the magnetic field 
inversion and the analytic inversion. 2nT, 5nT random noise was added to the model 
Vjinalllt3. The results of the joint inversion are demonstrated in the figure 6.15. The 
comparison of the results of the three inversions is listed in the table 6.15. It shows 
that the joint inversion has the best robustness in the presence of random noise, even 
the noise added is high to lOnT. 
Chapter 7 Conclusions and discussion 
7.1 Conclusions 
The remanent magnetization is a factor that has hampered the magnetic method 
for a long time. This problem has been solved by two ways. The first one is given by 
Nabighian (1972, 1974) who applies the analytic signal concept to potential-field data 
in two dimensions and shows that the 2D analytic signal is independent of 
magnetization direction. But unfortunately, in three dimensions, the analytic signal is 
dependent on everything that the total magnetic intensity itself may depend (Xiong, 
2006). The second method is given by an assumption that the remanent magnetization 
does not significantly alter the total magnetization direction (Li et al., 1996). They 
developed an algorithm, MAG3D (Li and Oldenburg, 1996) under an assumption that 
the remanent magnetization does not significantly alter the total magnetization 
direction. However, in applications such as archaeological investigations, mineral and 
resource exploration, and crustal and planetary studies, remanent magnetization is 
often strong and cannot be disregarded (Shearer, 2005). 
In Canada, many of the kimberlites from the Northwest Territories have a strong 
remanent magnetization. So the separation of the remanent magnetization from the 
induced magnetization is necessary for improving the results of the interpretation of 
magnetic data. Chemam (2006) completed the parametric and physical property 
inversion of magnetic data due to a vertical right cylinder with arbitrary polarization 
in the presence of the remanent magnetization using the model of cylinder to separate 
the remanent magnetization successfully, but sometimes, the results of the inversion 
are not stable. 
In this thesis, the derivatives of the magnetic field anomaly due to the right 
vertical circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization are calculated. The magnetic field 
inversion is improved by using calculated derivatives of the magnetic field used for 
Jacobian matrix of the inversion of magnetic field and substitution a new formula for 
the relationship between the remanent magnetization and the induced magnetization. 
An algorithm of analytic signal inversion due to a right circular vertical cylinder 
with arbitrary polarization in the presence of remanent magnetization is developed. 
The analytic signal is dependent on everything that the total magnetic intensity itself 
may depend, but it has a weak dependence on remanent magnetization. This makes 
the results of the inversion of analytic signal more stable and accurate with respect to 
the geometry of the cylinder and performs well in the case of remanent magnetization 
variations. Synthetic models and real data have been applied to this algorithm to 
validate its effectiveness. 
Algorithm of joint inversion is developed for joint inversion of magnetic field 
intensity and analytic signal due to a vertical right circular cylinder with arbitrary 
polarization in the presence of remanent magnetization for separation of remanent 
magnetization. The joint inversion shows its superiority over the individual inversions 
of magnetic intensity and of analytic signal because of its better stability. It yields 
results that are more reliable and accurate especially for special situations, such as in 
the presence of noise, when the initial values far from the solutions, and for large 
inclination. The synthetic models and real data have been applied to validate the 
effectiveness of the joint inversion of magnetic intensity and its analytic signal. 
7.2 Discussion 
Each algorithm has its characteristics. For the magnetic field inversion, its 
advantage is a saving in computation time, but, it is not better than analytic signal 
inversion and joint inversion of magnetic field and its analytic signal inversion in 
respect of the stability and precision of the results. For analytic signal inversion, in 
many cases, it has superiority in respect of the stability and precision of the results of 
the inversion of geometry, but it has its own disadvantage, when the inclination is 
high, the results of inclination and declination of analytic signal inversion is getting 
less accurate than magnetic field inversion. The joint inversion of magnetic field and 
its analytic signal is superior to each individual inversion because of its better 
stability; it yields the results of the inversion more reliable due to the increase of 
information, especially for some situations more complicated than normal, such as the 
high inclination of the remanent magnetization, initial values of inclination of 
remanent magnetization is far from the true value and in presence of noise. 
With the introduction of my algorithms, it is now possible to derive the results of 
the inversion and interpretation of magnetic data more stable and precise than before 
for kimberlites survey because of the successful separation of the remanent 
magnetization from the induced magnetization. 
The inversion algorithms that can be used in separation of the remanent 
magnetization are contributions to the magnetic interpretation of anomalies that are 
due to kimberlite pipes. The strengths and weaknesses of each inversion algorithms 
have been outlined. 
The work of calculation of derivatives of the magnetic field presents 
improvements of the results of the magnetic intensity inversion and the possibility of 
implementing the inversion algorithm of analytic signal and the joint inversion of the 
magnetic inversion and its analytic signal. And, in the work of the joint inversion, the 
methods of normalization, the weighting of the two sets of the data have also 
enhanced the algorithms. 
The algorithms are working for the models other than right vertical circular 
cylinder. The second inverting could be used to get the accurate results of inversion 
provided that the initial values are too far from the true values. The continuation 
upward could be used to get accurate results of inversion provided that the random 
noises are high. 
The inversion algorithms that I have developed and improved are not without 
weaknesses. My inversion algorithms have been tested against numerous synthetic 
models, but the number of models is limited, and do not include all cases. 
Finally, it is noted that application of inversion algorithms is needed the 
experience because that each inversion is unique and dependent. In each situation 
many factors must be studied, such as the geological condition, the incorporation of 
prior information, the causative body and the initial parameter values. The experience 
of the interpreter, such as the understanding of geology, and knowing well the 
circumstances of the survey, plays a very important role, it determines the final 
success of the works of inversion and interpretation of magnetic data. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: List of the models and results of the analytic inversion 
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Appendix B: Analytic expressions of the a derivative of the anomaly due to a vertical 
right circular cylinder with arbitrary polarization 
(Please see to the original article Magnetic Anomaly Due To a Vertical Right 
Circular Cylinder with Arbitrary Polarization from Geophysics Vol.43, Nol, and 
P.173-178) 
The main expression is as follow: 
F = 2mJlol [(C - A)/(1,0;0) -(E- A)/(l,l;l) - fl/(l,l;0)], Included: 
C = nN, 
A = /Lcos2 6 + {IM + mL)sin0cos6 + mM sin2 8, 
E = ILsin2 6 - (IM + mL)sin 0cos 6 + mM cos2 6, 
B = (IN + nL) cos 6 + (mN + nM)sm0, 
I - cos/cosD , 
m = cosIsinD, 
n — sin I , 
L = cos/mcosDm , 
M =cos/msinDm , 
JV = sin/m , 
ZlOOwl + 7100w2 + /100M3, (a > r) 
7(1,0;0) = \ 7100ml + 7100m2, (a = r) 
7100dl +7100^2, (a<r) 
Included: 
kz 













7100J1 = 7100«1, 
7100^2 = -/100w2, 
' 7 1 1 M + 7111M2 + 7111M3 + 7111M4, (a > r) 
I (l,l;l) = \ 711 lml + 711 lm2 + 711 lm3, (a = r) 
7111J1 + 7111J2 + 7111J3 + 7111J4, (a<r) 
Included: 
711 lid = 
zE0(k) 
2ky/ar 
*Z i 2 , 2 , 2 
Aar^ar 2 
I\Uu2 = ——^(a2 + r2+^r)F0(k)., 
2 _ 2 
711 1M3 = — —A0(j3,k), 
Aar 
7111w4 = — 
2a 
711 lml = ZE0(*) 
2ka 
kz ,~ 2 , 2 
—r-(2a + — 
4a3 2 
7111m2 = =r-(2a2  )F0(ik). 
r 
7111m3 = —, 
2 
711 lrfl = 7111«1, 
711 lrf2 = 711 1M2 , 
711 k?3 = -711 lu3 , 
711W4 = — , 
2r 
7(1,1;0) = 7110 
Included: 
7110 = -!—[(l-!L.)F0(k)-E0 (k)], 
kyjar 2 
Now, the task is to get a derivatives of 7100M1 , 7100M2 , 7100M3 , 7100ml , 
7100m2, 7100^1, 7100J2, 71 l l i / l , 7111w2, 7111«3, 7111w4, 7111ml, 7111m2, 
7111m3, 711W1, 7111J2, 711W3, 7111J4 and 7110. 
In order to get them, first of all, we need to get the a derivatives of k, fi and K{k), 
E{k). 
,•> Aar 
(a + r)2+z2 
7 2 
• 2 a *• 
sin p = (a-rf+z2 





k2 sin2 <p 
K(k) = K(^,k)=lT 
2 o Vl 
it 
2 
E(k) = E(-,k) = yi-k2 sin2 (pd(p 
And: 
dk 1 4r[(a + r ) 2 + z 2 ] - 8 a r ( a + r) 
a&a = —— = • 
dKa = 
dlkla = 
da 24k [(a + r)2+z2]2 
dE(k) _dka[E(k)-K(k)] 
da k 
dK(k) _ dka[E(k)-(l-k2)K(k)] 
da ~ k(l-k2) 
d(J\-k2) dka • k 
da V l - * : 
dj3a = ^ = 
dp \(a-r)2+z2 \{a-r)2+z2 (r-a)z 
da V (a-rf \ z2 [(a-r)2 + Z
2f 
,rfh,o dE(/3,yl\-k
2) dE(j3,yl\-k2) d/3 ̂ dE^fTk2) d(J\-k2) 
dhpikza = = — —I , , 




da dp da d(-\l\-k2) da 
dAl = dka• E(P,Vl-&2) + K(k)-dEplkla , 
dA2 = (dEa - dKa) • K(P, Vl-& 2) + [E(k) - K(k)] • dKplkla, 
dAa = -{dA\+dA2), 
7t 
dllOOula = a / 1 0 ( M = ^-f=[(--) • a'"2' • K(k) • k + a'2) dKak + a~^ • K(k) • dka] 
da 27tjr 2 
a/ioo»2= i A igk)_± 
da 2a2 2a 
dll00u3 1 




dl\00u = dl\00u\a + dl\00u2a + dl\00u3a , 
^ K ^ ) •*•*(*) + ( -
2n a a 
1 
dl\00m\a = - [ ( — ) •  K(k  —) dka -K(k) + (—)-k • dKa], 
dl\00m2a = 
2a2 
dl\00m = dllOOmla + dll00m2a , 
dllOOd = dllOOula - dl\00u2a , 
Now, I proceed to derive the a derivative of 1(1,1 ;1): 
Given: 
Eak = ' , so that: 
Vfl k 
3 
dEaka = [-- ]-E(k) + -^-(-^-)-E(k) + -^---dEa, 
2 k 4a k2 Va k ' 
, r , , , , 9/lllwl zdEaka 
dll 1 lwla = — = p — , 
aa n4r 
for the a derivative of the 711 1M 2, we write : 
arz = \a+a 2 (r H ) 
so that, 
da 241 2 2 
J/11 \u2a = * = ?—[d(arz)a • k • K(k) + arz • dka • K(k) + arz • k • dKa], 
da 2m-y/r 
2 2 2 2 
dll\\u3a = -—^—-A0(j3,k)+
a ~r dAa, 
Aa r Aar 
, r 1 1 1 . dl\\\uA r 
dl\ \ XuAa = — = , 
aa 2a' 
dl\ 1 \u = dl\ 1 \u\a + dl\ 1 lula + dl\ 1 \u3a + dl\ 1 XuAa ; 
„ , , , ^ 3/111ml z r/ 1 . 1 _ / 7 N 1 , dka. _ . , . 1 1 
J / l l lmlf l = — = - [ ( — - ) • - • £ ( £ ) + - • ( - — ) • £ ( & ) + - • -
aa 7t a k a k a k 
for a derivative of the 711 hnl, we write: 
2 z2 az = — -\ T , so that: 
a la5 
d{az) 2 3z2 
d(az)a = —— = 7 + ^TT ' 
da a 2a 
9/11 \m2 z 
dl\ 1 \mla = = [d{az)a • k • K(k) + az • dka • K(k) + az-k- dKa], 
aa 2n 
J m , „ 3/1 l lm3 n 
dl\ 1 lm3a = — = 0 , 
aa 
dl\ 1 \m = dl\ 1 \m\a + dl\ 1 \mla + dl\ 1 \m3a , 
dllUdla = dl\\\u\a, 
dl\ 1 \d2a = dl\ 1 \u2a , 
dl\ 1 \d3a = -dl\ 1 \u3a , 
, m i , , 3/llkM l 
d/l 1 ld4a = — = — , 
aa 2r 
dl\ 1 Id = dl\ 1 \d\a + dl\ 1 h*2a + dl\ 1 la?3a + dl\ 1 W4a , 
For a derivative of the I (1, 1; 0), 
We write: 
akk\ = ~-K{k), 
akk2 = -j=-k-K(k), 
-J a 




, . , , . . d(akk\) r a
 2 , 1 „ . , . 1 . dka. v... 1 1 ,_, 
d(akk])a= \ = [ —]•-• K(k)+ -=•(-—)-K(k) + ^--dKa 
aa 2 k ^a k ^a k 
3 
d{akk2)a = d^akk2) =[-^—-]-k-K{k) + ~-dka-K{k) + -^r-k-dKa, 
da 2 -yja yja 
<4) 
,, , , , , d(akk3) r a
 2 ., 1 _. . . 1 . dka. _ . . . 1 1 ,_ 
d(akk3)a = — = [ ] • - • E(k) + —j= • ( —) • E(k) + - = • - • dEa , 
da 2 k -Ja k -Ja k 
3/110 _ 2d(akkl)a d(akk2)a 2d(akk3)a 
da njr n^r n4r 
Hence, the task is completed successfully, the analytic expressions of the a 
derivatives of the magnetic anomalies due to the right vertical cylinder with arbitrary 
polarization has been derived successfully. It is used to calculate the analytic Jacobian 
matrix in the inversion to increase the precision. 
Appendix C: Sensibility of the results of calculations of the derivatives to the changes 
of depth 
In order to figure out the sensibility of the results of my calculations to the 
changes of depth, the depth of the first model is increased to figure out the sensitivity 
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Fig.C.l Contour of the total magnetic field of first set of data Depth =80m 
Comparing with Fig.3.2, the values of anomalies is less, but the shape of the 
contour is not changed. Fig.C.2 is the profile of the total magnetic field, compared 
with Fig.3.3, its form is not changed, and the value of its peak is less than before. 
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Fig.C.2 profile at j =l 175m of the total magnetic field of first model Depth =80m 
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Fig.C.3 Contours of the analytic vertical derivative and the numerical vertical derivative 
of first model Depth =80m. 
It can be noticed that the shape of Fig.C.3 is same as Fig3.4; the values of 
anomalies are decreased. Fig.C.4. shows that the two profiles drawn at the positions 
j =1175m from the analytic method and numerical method are identical. Comparing 
with Fig.3.5, their forms are not different, the values are getting less. Fig.C.5 is for the 
contours of the analytic x derivative and numerical x derivative of variation of depth 
of 80m compared to the first model. The results from the two methods are same. 
Comparing with Fig.3.6, the pattern has changed a little with depth; the values of 
anomalies have decreased. Fig.C.6 shows that the two profiles drawn at positions 
j =1175 from the analytic and numerical methods are almost identical in terms of 
form and value. Comparing with Fig.3.7, the values are less than that of Fig.3.7. 
Fig.C.7 shows contours of the analytic y derivative and the numerical y derivative 
of model with an increase of depth of 17m. The results from the two methods are 
same, compared with Fig.3.8, the contours have changed a little, and values are 
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Fig.C.4 Profiles at y =1175m of the analytic vertical derivative and the numerical 
vertical derivative of first model Depth =80m 







Fig.C.5 Contours of the analytic x derivative and the numerical x derivative of first 
model Depth =80m. 
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Fig.C.6 Profiles at y =1175m of the analytic x derivative and the numerical JC 
derivative of first model Depth =80m 
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Fig.C.7 Contours of the analytic y derivative and the numerical y derivative of first 
model Depth =80m. 
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Fig.C.10 Profiles at j=1175m of the analytic signal and namerical analytic signal of 
first model Depth =80m 
Fig.C.8 shows the profiles of the analytic y derivative and the numerical y 
derivative of first data, Depth is increased to 80m. The results from two methods are 
identical. The amplitudes of the profiles are decreased. Fig.C.9 shows the contours of 
analytic and numerical signal of first model, compared with before, and the values are 
smaller. The profiles from Fig.C.10 are in conformity with the contours concerned. 
Depth=100m 
Next we test for a depth of 100m. From the Fig.C.l 1 to Fig.C.20, it can be noticed 
that the tendencies of the changes from the increase of the depth from 80m to 100m 
for the total magnetic field, the gradients and the analytic signal are same as to that of 
the changes from the increase of the depth from original depth to 80m. There is no 
change in terms of shapes of the contours and profiles; there are decreases in terms of 
values of total magnetic values, gradients, and analytic signal. The results from the 
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Fig.C.20 Profiles at y=1175m of the analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of 
first model Depth =100m 
For a depth of 63m, the peak of the analytic signal equals 4.0 nT / m; for a depth 
of 80m, the peak of the analytic signal equals 3.0 nT / m; for a depth of 100m, the 
peak of the analytic signal equals 2.5 nT / m. 
Appendix D: Sensibility of the results of calculations of derivatives to changes of 
radius 
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Fig.D.10 Profiles of y =425m of the analytic signal and numerical analytical signal of 
second model Radius=200m 
Fig.D.l to Fig.D.10 shows the tendencies of changes from the increase of radius 
from 133m to 200m while Fig.D.l 1 to Fig.D.20 shows the tendencies of changes from 
the increase of radius from 200 to 300. With increases of radius, the anomalies are 
increased, but the values of the gradients do not have big changes except that the 
amplitudes of y Gradients are decreased with the increases of radius. The forms of 
contours of gradients are changed. 
The ranges of the anomalies and gradients are increased with the increase of the 
radius while the width of the profiles is increased with increases of the radius. The 
two methods agree well. 
Next group of figures is for the change of radius=300m. 
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Fig.D.15 Contours of the analytic xx derivative and numerical JC derivative of second 
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Fig.D.20 Profiles at y =425m of the analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of 
second model Radius=300m 
With the change of the value of the radius of the cylinder, there are no changes 
about the derivatives and the analytic signal, but the peaks are in conformity with the 
position of the edge of the body. There are the differences between the peaks of the 
values and edges of the positions that are because the profiles are not in the middle. 
Appendix E: Sensibility of the results of calculations of the derivative to changes of 
the inclination 
The total inclination for third model is decreased to 40° to figure out the sensitivity to 
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Fig.E. 1 Contour of the total magnetic field of third set of data, total inclination = 40 
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Fig.E.13 Contours of analytic vertical derivative and numerical vertical derivative of 
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Fig.E.18 Profiles at y = 800m of analytic y derivative and numerical y derivative of 
third model, Total inclination = 30 
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Fig.E.20 Profiles at y = 800m of analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of third 
model, total inclination = 30 
From Fig.E.l to Fig.E.20 shows the changes of the total magnetic field, gradients 
and analytic signal because of the changes of total inclination of the magnetic field. 
Originally, the total inclination is 152°, it is changed to 40° and 30° subsequently. 
From 152° of total inclination to 40° of total inclination, the direction of 
magnetization is almost opposite, so the forms of the contours of total magnetic field, 
the gradients are changed. The values of anomalies, the vertical gradients and x 
gradients are almost same; there are differences for y gradients. The analytic signal is 
stable, no changes in terms of shapes and values. The two methods yield the same 
results. 
From 40° of total inclination to 30° of total inclination, the two methods also 
yield the same results. 
Appendix F: Sensibility of the results of calculations of derivatives to changes of 
remanent inclination 
The remanent inclination of fourth model is increased to -30 ° to figure out the 
sensitivity to of the results of calculations of derivatives to changes of remanent 
magnetization: 
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Fig.F.20 Profiles at y =425m of analytic signal and numerical analytic signal of forth 
model, remanent inclination = —10 
With the change of the remanent inclination, the vertical and y derivatives change, 
the x derivative shows little change. The values of the calculated analytic signal do not 
change much. In addition to that, I tested the sensibilities to Q (Jrl Ji) and to the 
declination. There is little sensibility to Q {JrIJi) and to declination. 
